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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis give« an illustration or Uie design of nppraximiition algorithms for
some combinatorial optimization prol)l«*mw, notably «et padtiny and AiHmj
jet problem«.
Set |Htrking and hitting set are two of the most basic combinatorial opti-
mization problem». In the »et parking problem (SP), KM well ax in the hitting
set problem (HS), wp are given a ground net £ and a collection Ä of NIIIWCI.H
of £". In the net packing problem one aim« to find a collection of maximum
cardinality of pairwise non-overlapping subsets from «S. For the hitting set
problem the task 18 to identify a mihttet of £ of smallest cardinality which in-
tersects (or "hits") each subnet of 5 . The weighted version of the »et packing
problem arises when given positive weights for the subnet*! in 5 , one aims to
maximize the total weight of the selected subsets. In the weighted version of
the hitting set problem the weight« are H|M>cified for the elements of £ and
the objective is to minimize the total weight of the identified subset.
By an easy transformation one can show that two well-known prol>-
lems, «et cocer and independent *et, are equivalent to HS and SI' respec-
tively. Furthermore, an important type of inU*ger programming problem,
max{wz|Ax < (>)e} , where /I is a 0,1-matrix, e is a unit vector and vector
u> is nonnegative, can be represented as SP (HS). Surveys on these problems
can be found in Balas & Pad berg [7], Garfinkel & Nemhauoer [29), TrotU-r
[49], Cornuejols [19] and Schrijver [45]. See also Vemuganti [öl] for a survey
on applications of set packing and set cover problems.
In this thesis we study several special cases of SP and HS. Since each of
the problems we investigate is NP-hard, there is little hope to find a polyno-
mial algorithm that always solves them to optimality. In general, different
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method« have been developed in combinatorial optimization to deal with NP-
hard problems. The two basic types of these methods are: exact aipont/irru,
which always solve a problem to optimality, but may have an exponential
running time for some instances, and /teitrutic olgont/tm«, which always out-
put feasible solutions, although not necessarily optimal. Heuristic algorithms
come in many different types. They may or may not run in polynomial time.
In this thesis we focus on one type of them, apprormuiMon a/gontArru. Ap-
proximation algorithms are heuristics with a |x>lvnomial running time and
a worrt-eoiie prr/ormance ratio, which is the worst-case ratio between the
value of the solution produced by the algorithm and the optimum (see e.g.
Hochbaum [32]). The worst-case ratio gives a guarantee for the quality of
the solutions and thus serves as a criterion of the quality of the algorithm.
In addition to this the design and analysis of approximation algorithms pro-
vides an insight in the structure of the problem that can later be used in the
design of other solution methods.
Problems. As was mentioned above, the problems we study in this thesis
are special canes of the set packing and hitting set problems. It is well known
that in general SI' and HS can not be approximated within a constant factor
unless T> = ./VT» (see Hastad [3d] and Raz & Safra [44]). However, if the
subnets in the input are known to possess a certain structure these problems
may' oeeonie approximate wltriin a eonSiaili 'lacujr ov even pihyiioniiilliy
solvable. We are interested in the cases when the subsets possess a certain
geometric structure, explicitly given in the input.
Let us give some examples. In the first example the ground set consists
of all the points on the real line and the subsets are intervals. Both the
problems SP and HS reduce then to the maximum weight independent set
and minimum weight clique cover problems in an interval graph, which can
be solved in polynomial time (see e.g. Golumbic [28]).
In the second example, the ground set consists of all the points on the
axes x and j / . Given a collection of axis-parallel rectangles, we construct a
collection of subsets as follows: each subset is formed by the points of the
projections of some rectangle on both the axes. Then two subsets intersect
iff the projections of the corresponding rectangles on at least one of the axes
overlap. Figure 1.1 gives an illustration of the set packing and hitting set
problems in this setting. It is known that these special cases of SP and HS
are Imth MAX SNP-hard, which means that they can not be approximated
with an arbitrary good precision in polynomial time unless T' = .A/T' (see
Spieksma [47] and Section 4.3 of this thesis). However there exist approxi-
mation algorithms for these problems, one with a performance ratio of 4 for
SP (Bar-Yehuda et al. [10] ) and one with a ratio of 2 for HS (Gaur et al.
Figure 1.1: An illustration of the setting described in the second example,
and optimal solutions to the problems SP (left) and HS (right).
For the third example consider a ground set consisting of all the points
in the plane, and axis-parallel rectangles as the sulwetH from the collection.
Then two such subsets intersect iff the corresponding rectangles overlap. The
net packing problem defined on this input is NP-hard. and HO far the question
about existence of a constant factor approximation algorithm remain» open.
We now introduce the three problems which we study in thin thesis. The
first two. ;oi inirrtxii parJbinf fill') and joh inform/ xfaMini? (.IIS), are close,
to the problems described in the second example, but, on one IIHIHI, the struc-
ture of subsets is slightly more restricted, and, on the other hand, we consider
generalizations of the weighted SP and HS, which involve such parameter*
as "capacities" associated with elements of £ and "demands" attached to
the subsets in 5. A collection of subsets is now a feasible solution to SP
if the number of subsets (with multiplicities) sharing an element does not
exceed its capacity. A subset of £ is a feasible solution to HS if the number
of times it hits each subset in <S equals at least the subset's demand. When
the capacities and demands are unit, we obtain the regular weighted SP and
HS.
The third problem we consider, rectany/e pacihny pn>6/rm un(/i a 6ound«f
/letjM ratio (RP"), is a restricted case of the set packing problem described
in the third example.
Job interval packing problem (JIP): given is a grid consisting of columns
and rows, and a set of intervals lying on the rows of the grid. A p<mitive
integral capacity is associated with each column, row and interval, and each
interval is given a positive integral weight. The task is to assign integral
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multiplicities to the intervals, not exceeding their capacities, maximizing the
total weight, Much that the gum of multiplicities of the intervals intersecting
any column (or lying on any row) does not exceed the corresponding column
(row) capacity. An example of an instance of JIP together with an optimal
solution is shown in Figure 1.2.
•
M MHi
• '
Figure 1.2: An instance of JIP with unit weights and capacities, and its
optimal solution.
Job Interval stabbing problem (JIS): given is the same input as for
JIP with the only difference that the column, row and interval capacities are
now considered as weight« and the interval weights are now referred to as
Interval demand*. The tank now is to specify integral multiplicities for the
columns, rows and interval», minimizing the total weight, Much that for each
ifitor^tti Ih« sum of the muU/fWici ifccv of the coJu/nn« 4ftabi>f/i£ lire intern»^,
the multiplicity of the row where the interval lies and the own multiplicity
of the interval equal at least its demand. See Figure 1.3 for an illustration.
Figure 1.3: An instance of JIS with unit weights and demands and its optimal
solution.
Rectangle Packing problem with a bounded height ratio (RP®):
Given is a set of weight«! axis parallel closed rectangles in the plane, such
that the ratio between the largest height of a rectangle and the smallest
is hounded by fl. The task is to find a maximum weight subset of non-
overlapping rectangles. See Figure 1.4 for an illustration.
Figure 1.4: RP": a problem instance and a feasible solution (shaded).
Applications
Let us describe some applications of the problems JIP, JIS and RP".
Applications of JIP
Machine scheduling (Bar-Noy et al |8|). Given are Jfc parallel (identical or
unrelated) machines and a number of jobs. Each job may be scheduled on
one of the machines in one of the prescribed time intervals and, if scheduled,
yields a given profit, depending on when it WRN scheduled. In rase of unrelated
machines the intervals and profits are machine de|>endt>iil. The goal in to
maximize the profit by scheduling a subset of job« to Hit* niHchiiies.
The case of identical machines can be represented as JIP (from here the
name "job interval packing") with column capacities all equal to A: and row
and interval capacities all equal to 1. Indeed, let the columns correspond U>
the end-points of the intervals and the rows to the machines. All the time
intervals belonging to one job lie on one corresponding row. In a feasible
solution to JIP at most one interval is selected for each job and at moat A:
intervals intersect each column, which due to the construction of the columns
implies that at most A; time intervals overlap at each point in time. This nmy
be easily translated into a feasible solution to the scheduling problem since
one can assign now the jobs to the Jt machines by coloring the underlying
interval graph in fc colors, which can be done in polynomial time.
In case of unrelated machines we have a collection of intervals for each
job - machine pair. This problem may be reduced to JIP with unit column,
row and interval capacities as follows. The instance of JIP is constructed by
the same principle as described above with the difference that the timeline
of each of the A; machine)) is projected into a separate part of the real line
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and all the intervals corresponding to this machine are placed in this part.
Molecular biology (Veeramarhaneni et al. [52]). A fundamental problem
in biology is to gain a letter understanding of how functions are encoded
in gene». An effective means of identifying functional regions in a genomic
sequence is to compare it with the corres|>onding genomic region of another
species. The Consensus Sequence Reconstruction (CSR) problem is encoun-
tered as a subproblem: given two sets W and A4 of DNA fragments (say, one
set taken from human DNA and the other from mouse DNA), determine as
much information about the order and orientation of the fragments as possi-
ble. If W consists of a single (long) fragment // , the task is to align fragments
in A4 with HiilwtringN of // such that different fragments are aligned with non-
overlapping sulwtrings. The goal is to maximize the sum of alignment scores.
Instance» of this problem can be viewed as instances of .HP with unit column,
row and interval capacities: each fragment in A4 corresponds to a row, and
the Hulwtrings of // with which the fragment can be aligned are the intervals.
PCB manufacturing (Spieksma [47)). In printed circuit board (PCB)
manufacturing, preparing the production process requires placing so-called
/rrrfrr* on a feeder rack. The feeders deliver the components that are to l>e
placed on prespecified locations on the l>oard. Each feeder occupies a cer-
tain (small) number of consecutive slots in the rack. Every slot can hold at
most one feeder. There are restrictions on the placement of feeders, i.e., each
feeder can be placed only in a subset of all possible positions. Given a set
of feeders, each with a list of admissible placements, it is desirable to place
as many feeders as possible onto admissible positions on the feeder rack. If
feeders differ in importance, it is also meaningful to assume that each feeder
has a certain weight (priority) and to try to maximize the total weight of the
feeders that are placed on the rack.
Viewed as an instance of JIP with unit capacities, the feeders correspond
to rows and the admissible positions correspond to intervals.
Caching (Torng [50], Erlebach & Spieksma [21]). A cache is a small, fast
memory that can temporarily store arbitrary memory items in order to allow
the CPU to access them faster than in main memory. For the purpose of an-
alyzing cache performance we view the execution of a program as a sequence
of accesses to memory items. When a memory item i is accessed and does
not yet reside in the cache, it can be (but does not have to be; we allow
cache bypassing) brought into the cache. If x is still in the cache when it is
accessed a second time later on, this is called a cac/ie Ait. With every cache
hit the cost for an expensive acctm to main memory is avoided. We view
the period between two accesses to the same item J as an interval on the
real line. So, at the time of an access at most one interval ends and at rniutt
one new interval begins. Selecting an interval i between two art-eases to the
same item x means that J is brought into (or remains in) the cache at the
beginning of i and stays there until the end of i. which is the moment of the
next access to x, thus yielding a cache hit.
Consider the case that there can be restrictions on the cache locations
available to an item (e.g., as in t-way skewed associative cache, see Seiner
[46]). For every memory item x, there is a number of admissible locations
in the cache where the item can be stored. The problem of maximizing
the number of cache hits can then lx> modeled as an iiiMiuiri- of .IIP with
unit demands and unit weights as follows: project the timrlinrs of »11 cache
locations onto disjoint parts of the real line and add, for every period between
consecutive accesses to x, a row and place on it an interval in those parts of
the real line that correspond to cache locations that are Hiliinmihlc for x.
Applications of J IS
Applications of the job interval stabbing problem seem less abundantly present
in literature; however, the following type of situation leads naturally to in-
stances of JIS with unit interval demands. Each of m items (patients to
receive treatment, products to undergo chemical processes, iiiHchim-s subject
to inspection) has to undergo treatment on a regular IMUUH. More precisely,
for each item a set of intervals is given during which a treatment must take
place. The treatment itself takes one time-unit and is provided by some kind
of machine with unbounded capacity (that is, it can process any number of
items), and consists of "turning the machine on" at some point in time, say
(j (this corresponds to selecting column 9). Then the items corresponding to
intervals that are stabl>ed by column 7 undergo the treatment. The objective
is to minimize (a weighted combination of) the number of times the machine
is turned on plus the number of items not processed (an item is not processed
when at least one of its intervals has not undergone the treatment (this cor-
responds to selecting the row corresponding to that item)). An example of
such a problem is described in [4), see also Hassin & Megiddo [31].
Load balancing (Gaur et al.[26|). Imagine a two-dimensional 111 x n array
of identical processors connected as a mesh, i.e., each processor in the array is
connected to the adjacent processors. Such configuration is sometimes used in
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areas such as numeric computation and image processing. The computation
is done over an array of tasks and may require information exchange between
the adjacent tasks. For each task a computation load is given, i.e., a number
representing the workload on a processor performing the task. The problem
is to assign the tasks to the processors, so as to minimize the total load
assigned to one processor (see e.g. [24]). A useful method to map the numbers
(or computation loads) to the processors is to first perform a rectilinear
partitioning of the two-dimensional array of numbers, in which a set of n — 1
vertical lines and m - 1 horizontal lines are drawn to subdivide the array
of numbers. Earn subrectangle (subarray of numbers enclosed by successive
vertical and horizontal lines) is now assigned to a processor in the mesh.
This type of mapping is particularly useful when communication between
adjacent processors on the mesh is fast compared to communication between
non-adjacent processors. The goal is to minimize the maximum load assigned
to a processor. Henre the rectilinear partitioning problem arises, in which
one aims to find a partition minimizing the maximum sum of the numbers in
a mibrertangle. One of the approaches u> perform the rectilinear partitioning,
proponed by Gaur, Ibaraki and Krishnamurti (26), is based on a reduction to
the problem of «tabbing a set of rectangles by the minimum number of lines
parallel to the axes. So we come to the rectangle stabbing problem, in which
one is given a set of axes-parallel rectangles in the plane, whose corners are
located at the integer points and whose area is larger than 1. The problem is
to stab all the rectangles by the minimum number of lines located at integer
points, where a horizontal (or vertical) line is said to stab a rectangle if it
goes through its interior. The special case, when the height of each rectangle
is exactly 2 leads to .IIS with unit weights and demands.
Applications of
Database decision support (Fukuda et al. [22]) Consider database min-
ing systems t>ased on association rules for two numeric attributes and one
Boolean attribute. For example, in a database of bank customers, "Age"
and "Balance" are two numerical attributes, and "CardLoan" is a Boolean
attribute. Taking the pair (Age, Balance) as a point in two-dimensional
space, consider an association rule of the form , ...
€ [25,45]) n (Bo/on« e [15,40]) => (Corrf/oon =
which implies that bank customers whom- ages* and Italances are in the spec-
ified ranges U>nd U> use rard loan with a high probability. So, each such
association rule correspond« to a rectangle in two-dimensional space with
coordinate axes associated with "Age" and "Balance". Database mining sys-
tem* can now generate the set of all such rules for a given databa!«'. given
threshold« on confidence and support, and tag each with a weight that shows
their importance or «due Following that, dataluvte decision systems choose it
subnet of these rules for further development, such as marketing. A common
formulation of this tank is to choose a collection of disjoint ruin* of Urgent
total gain or value. The situation when the range« of one of the attribute«
of the generated association rules »re approximately of the same sue lead«
to the rectangle packing problem with bounded height ratio.
Map labeling (Agarwal et al. [2], Poon et al. [42)). One of the tasks of map
labeling is to provide feature» on a map with non-overlapping laMs. Very
often, features that need to be labeled are points and the labels are assumed
to be rectangles, often of a uniform height (a iMiunding box of the IHIM>I
text in a uniform typeface). Moreover, each lat>el has to l>e placed in one
of the admissible positions relative to the feature it labels. Such admissible
positions can be for instance all the portions where the rectangular label
touches its point feature with a corner. It is natural to assume that I lie
labels may have different importance, which is expressed in different weights
assigned to the labels. The problem where one nims to lind a maximum
weight collection of nonoverlapping rectangular lal>els of a uniform height,
each touching its point feature with one of the corners is equivalent to HP'.
Indeed, consider all the admissible pomtion« of all the laliels as the given
closed rectangles. Since all the admissible |Mwitions of a particular label
overlap with the point representing the feature, and thus overlap with each
other, a feasible solution to the rectangle packing problem can include at
most one label for each feature, being thus a feasible solution to the map
labeling problem.
Techniques
Let us sketch the techniques we use to design our approximation algorithms.
LP-rounding algorithms are particularly useful for problems that can be
naturally formulated via integer linear programming. The main idea of an
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LP-rounding algorithm is to transform the optimal (fractional) solution of an
LP relaxation into a feasible integer solution. The approximation guarantee
is derived from comparing both the solutions. Notice that an LP-rounding
algorithm requires to solve an LP problem, which can be a time consuming
(though polynomial) operation. The beginning of development of rounding
techniques as a tool for proving approximation guarantees falls in the eighties
(see e.g. Hochbaum [34), Raghavan [43].)
The primal-dual method also proves to be especially appropriate for com-
binatorial optimization problems admitting a natural integer programming
formulation. In the primal-dual method for approximation algorithms, a
feasible solution to the problem and a feasible solution to the dual of an
LP relaxation are constructed simultaneously, guided in one or another way
by the complementary slackness conditions. The performance guarantee is
proved by comparing the values of both solutions. Although many algo-
rithms can )>e understood in terms of the primal-dual method, the first truly
primal-dual approximation algorithm is the algorithm of Bar-Yehuda and
Even of 1981 (11) for the vertex cover problem. In recent years, the power
of the method has l>een established by a sequence of papers developing this
technique for a range of combinatorial problems (see Goemans & Williamson
[27] for a survey on network design problems, Vazirani [51]).
Dynamic programming, introduced by Bellman in 1957 [13], has become
an established tool in the design of approximation algorithms, where it is
typically used as a routine for solving subsidiary problems to optimality (see
Agarwal et aJ. [2], Chan [16], Calinescu et al. [17] for illustrations).
Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 describes how primal-dual approximation methods can be applied
to JIP and JIS. These two problems are closely related to each other, because
they can be formulated on the same input data and the LP relaxations of their
natural ILP formulations constitute a primal-dual pair of LP problems. We
consider two different special cases of the pair .IIP-JIS, namely the case of unit
(column, row and interval) capacities and the case of unit (interval) demands,
and in each of the cases describe an efficient algorithm that computes a pair
of feasible solutions, one to JIS and one to JIP, whose values are within a
factor of 2 of each other. This implies that one of the algorithms is a 2 -
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approximation for JIS and 1/2- approximation for JIP in the raw of unit
demands, and the other provides the name approximation ratios for JIS and
JIP in the ra.se of unit raparities. We note that among those 4 approximation
algorithms, the 1/2-approximation algorithm for JIP with unit demands ha»
been described before, although not in terms of the primal-dual method, by
Bermaii and DasGupta [14] and Bar-Noy et al |9). Our contribution is in
presenting it as a primal-dual algorithm and deriving an approximation for
JIS.
Chapters 3 and 4 focus on approximation algorithms based on LP-rounding
for JIS and special case« of it. Our LP-rounding algorithms provide IxMter
approximation guarantee« for several special case» of JIS than the primal-
dual algorithms from Chapter 2.
In chapter 3 we describe a (u>o + l)/«'o - approximation algorithm for
JIS"*, which is a special case of JIS where the interval demands are l>ounded
from below by u>o This also implies a 2-approxiiuation for the general caw of
JIS. Farther we describe a r/(r —1) ss» 1.582 -approximation algorithm for JIS
with unit interval demands, referred to as S7V4Ö. We also show that the ratio
between the optimal value of JIS with unit demands and the optimal value
of the LP relaxation, i.e., the integrality gap factor, can achieve the value of
r/(r - 1 ) This suggest« that it is unlikely to improve over this approximation
factor using an LP-rounding algorithm based on the same LP relaxation.
In chapter 4 we investigate the problem JIS» - a special case of JIS, when
at most /c intervals are allowed to share a row. We prove that the algorithm
57Vlß provides ( i_( | l | /ut - approximation guarantee for thin N|>IVIH] cane..
This approximation ratio is equal to the size of the integrality K"l> fartor for
Jb = 2. We also present an analysis of the size of the integrality gap factor
for it > 2.
Furthermore, in chapter 4 we give a non-approximability result, showing
that no polynomial-time approximation scheme is possible for JlSj (and thus
JIS in general) unless P = A/"P.
Chapter 5 gives an illustration of using dynamic programming in an ap-
proximation algorithm. We focus on the problem RP", for which a polyno-
mial time approximation scheme (PTAS) can be obtained by straightforward
generalization of the PTAS by Agarwal et al. [2|. We show how one can
achieve an improvement in the running time and memory consumption of
this PTAS by refining a dynamic programming subroutine.
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In this thesis we uae th« following terminology and notation:
• A <5-approximation a/ooril/im for a maximization (minimization) prob-
lem P is a polynomial time algorithm that delivers a feasible solution
with the value u(I) > <$ • OPT(I) (t>(Z) < * • OPT(I)) for each
instance I of 7>, where OPT(r) is the optimal value of P for I .
• A po/pnomiai-ttmr approximation jc/ieme (PTAS) for a problem 7* is
a family of ^-approximation algorithms, for each <$ < 1 if T* is a maxi-
mization problem, and for each <$ > 1 if 7> is a minimization problem.
Not«, that the running time of a ^-approximation algorithm is allowed
to be exponential in <5.
• A comfcinatorio/ algorithm is a polynomial algorithm whose running
time riora not depend on the numerical values in the input, provided
that all the basic arithmetic operations on these values are considered
as constant time operations. No combinatorial algorithm is known for
solving an arbitrary linear programming problem.
• We use the abbreviation /£/* for in<«oer /incar pTTK^nrnminj, and LP
for
• The LP rr/aiotion of an ILP formulation is an LP problem which arises
when the integrality constraints of the ILP formulation are relaxed.
• Often we refer to a solution of the LP relaxation of an ILP formulation
of some problem as an LP.ioiu/ion of the problem. Since we consider for
each problem only one ILP formulation, there can not be any ambiguity.
• The in/eanaitiy pap /actor of an ILP formulation is a maximum ratio
over all instances between the optimum value of the formulation and
the optimum value of its LP relaxation.
• We use notation [o,6] for the set of integers {o,o + 1,...,6}.
' : ; . . ; ' • - • _ , • • * • • , , - , .
v. •* ;*H s*<: *//
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Primal-dual approximation
algorithms for the job interval
packing and job interval
stabbing problem.
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we describe two primal-dual approximation algorithms for
two different special cases of the pair JIP-JIS. Each of the algorithms returns
two feasible solutions, one for J1P and one for J1S, whose value« are within
a factor of 2 of each other.
Preliminaries. Let us give more formal definitions of JIP and JIS.
We refer to the family of inputs described as follows as .11:
given is a grid consisting o/ t column.1, numbered rxmseru/iueiy /rorn /e/t
to right, and m numbered rovjs. Furthermore, given is a set o/ intrrvais
/ = {l,2,...,n} /ying on the rows o/ t/ie grid. /4ri interval i is spert/ied 6y
tAe triple (1,, r,,p,), where I,, r, are the indices o/ t/ie /e/t- and t/ie ny/»/-moji(
co/umns intersecting «nterua/ i and p, is tAe index o/ t/ie row w/ierr mirniai
i lies. For eoc/i column r, row r and mtrrW i we are given positive mte-
jnai parameters i>r, u, and p, respeciiveiy, re/erred to as tAe column, row and
inierW capacities. For eacn interval i we are given a positive intrjyroi pa-
rameter u), re/erred to as t/>e interW demand. We assume tAat tAe intervals
are ordered according to nondecreastng r,.
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We use the following terminology: column c is said to stab interval i if column
c intersect* interval i, i.e., t < c < rj. Also, row p* ia said to stab interval i
if interval i lies on row p<.
For each instance 7 of JI we formulate the following problems:
Job interval packing problem (JIP):
/or eacA inlerua^ i £ / «pect/y an in(<^ nW muihp/ictjy i , sucA tAat:
- it (focj not exceed tAe interval capariiy p,,
- /or eacA ro/umn r tAe «urn o/ multiplicities o/ tAe intervals sta66ed fcy
column c do« not exceed t/ie column capacity v<,
• /or eocA rou; r tAe «tim o/ muitip/inties o/ t/ie intervals «taAfced fry rotv
r does not exceed the rotu capacity u,,
- t/ie total demand £ »,x, is maximized.
Job interval stabbing problem (JIS):
/or eacA column c, row r and interval i speci/y internal multiplicities y,, z,
and s, respectively, suc/i l/ioi
- /or «jr/i interval i t/ir sum o/ tAe multiplicities o/ tAe columns staiftmy
interval i plus tAe multiplicity o/ tAe row .i(a66mj interval i plus tAe
plu-ity o/ interval i equals at least its demand u;,,
- tAe total capacity J^^, v,y, + £7=i "r*r + E?=i P-** " minimized.
One may interpret the interval demands u>j as interval weights in JIP and
the column, row and interval capacities u,.,u,.,p, as column, row and inter-
val weight« in JIS. However in this chapter we refer to these parameters as
demands and capacities to keep the terminology uniform for both problems.
In this chapter we consider two special cases of JIP and JIS. The first
sjiecial case restricts to the instances where all the column, row and interval
capacities are unit, i.e., t^  = u, = p^  = 1, Vc,r,i. We refer to the family of
inputs satisfying this condition as J/ witA unit capacities. The second special
case assumes that all the interval demands are unit, i.e., u>i = 1, Vi = l,...,n.
The family of these inputs is referred to as J/ un'tA unit demands.
Both problems JIP and JIS are NP-hard and, moreover, MAX SNP-hard
even if all the parameters are unit (see Spieksma [47] and Section 4.3 of this
thesis). This implies that there is no polynomial time approximation scheme
for each of these problems unless P = //"T*.
Below we give natural ILP formulations of JIP and JIS:
uJIP:
Maximiie
subject to V r -
V c -
V i «
Vi =
1
1
1
1
,..,m (2.1.2)
(2.1.3)
(2.1.4)
(2.1.6)
JB:
Minimize £
subject to «ft + Ec«|l,.r,l V'
*» + E.=i ft«
+ a, > UJ,
Z'
»<
V i - 1 ,
Vr.ci.
(2.1.6)
...n (2.1.7)
(2.1.8)
Observe, that for any insUnre I of JI the LP relaxations of these ILP for-
mulations, which ariw when we nuhotitute the integrality constrainla (2.1.5)
and (2.1.8) by nonnegativity conxtrainU r, > 0, Vt = l,..,n and i,,Vr."< ^
0, Vr, r, i rrapf^-tively, ron»titut<- a primal-dual pair of LP problem)*. From
the strong duality theorem for linear programming follow», thai for nny in-
stance 7, the LP relaxations of JIP and JIS have the same optimum value,
which we denote by £P(J) , and it holds:
J / P ( I ) < LP(I) < J / S ( I ) , (2.1.9)
where J/P(X) and J /S(J ) are the optimum values of JIP and JIS for X
respectively.
We Ray that problems JIP and JIS are weakly dually related and establish
the following result:
Lemma 2.1.1. (W«ut duoii(y lemma /or J /P ana* J/CJ
for any irwtanrir X o/ J/, /or any /«uii6/e xo/tUion to J /P untA tiaiue J7P^*** (X)
and any /easiA/e so/uiion (o J/S witA w^ur 7/5^"** (X)
(I) <
Proof. Follows from (2.1.9).
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Previous research. JIP and its special cases have received a great deal
of attention in the literature. A greedy 1/2 - approximation algorithm for
JIP with unit capacities and demands (i.e., u, = tv = p, = u>< = 1, Vc, r, i) is
described in Spieksma [47]. A better approximation guarantee for this case
has been found by Chuzhoy et al. [18]. They present an algorithm with
performance guarantee (e - l)/e - t » 0.63 — e, for any f > 0, exploiting a
HophixtiraUt] technique involving randomized LP-rounding. Bar-Noy et al.
[8] (lew'ribe a (1/2-c)-approximation algorithm for JIP with unit capacities
(i.e., u, = iv=P( = l, Vc,r,i) using an LP-rounding technique. One can eas-
ily generalize this algorithm to JIP (with arbitrary rapacities and demands)
and, using the ideas introduced by Calinescu et al. [17], improve the approx-
imation factor to 1/2. The resulting 1/2 -approximation algorithm (which
involve» solving an LP problem) haN to our knowledge so far the highest ap-
proximation factor for JIP. Combinatorial 1/2-approximation algorithms for
JIP with unit capacities are described by Berman and DasGupta [14] and
Bar-Noy et al [9]. In Erlebach & Spieksma [21] the performance of greedy
algorithms for JIP with constant column capacity and unit row capacity (i.e.,
t>, = w, Vr, u, = 1, Vr) is investigated using competitive analysis.
So far .IIS has not been as extensively studied as JIP. Hassin and Megiddo
[31] describe a combinatorial 2 - J^-J - approximation algorithm for the case
of JIS with unit capacities and demands, where each interval is intersected
by exactly A* columns, and a 2-approximation for a slightly more general
case, when each interval is intersected by the same number of columns.
For JIS with unit demands a 2-approximation algorithm based on LP-
rounding is implied by the results of Gaur et al. [26]. They consider the so-
called nertany/e .itafeftmg problem, which generalizes JIS with unit demands to
the case when instead of intervals we are given rectangles which can intersect
several rows of the grid.
Outline of the chapter and our contribution. This chapter is based on
the results presented in [39].
Section 2.2 is devoted to .II with unit capacities. Notice that JIP with unit
capacities is a special case of the weighted set packing problem. For a better
understanding of the primal-dual principles we first describe a generic primal-
dual algorithm, called Locoi Coueriny, for the weighted set packing problem
(Subsection 2.2.1) and then specify a set-up of LocoJ Covennj for JIP with
unit, capacities, yielding algorithm 4LG/ (Subsection 2.2.2). We also give
conditions which guarantee that a particular set-up of Local Copennj yields a
constant factor approximation algorithm. This algorithm is in fact a primal-
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dual interpretation of the Opportunity Oxit algorithm described by Akcoglu
et al. in [1], which is in turn baaed on the local-ratio technique, introduced
by Bar-Yehuda and Evra [12) and later elaborated by Bar-Noy et al. [9].
A distinctive feature of the primal-dual algorithm /4LG/ deirril>ed in
Subsection 2.2.2 is that it simultaneously delivers two feasible solutions, one
for JIP and one for J1S with unit capacities. Moreover, we show that their
value« are within a factor of 2 of each other. The weak duality relation
between JIP and JIS implies then that them* solution» are mtpm'tively n
1/2 - approximation for JIP with unit capacities and a 2 - approximation
for JIS with unit capacities. We also show that our analysis is tight, i.e.,
the approximation guarantee« can not be improved by carrying out a better
analysis of the algorithm.
We note that if viewed as merely a 1/2-approximation algorithm for JIP,
;4LG/ behaves similar to the algorithm» described previously by Herman and
DasGupta [14] and Bar-Noy et al [9]. We strem that our contribution la in
the 2-approximation algorithm for JIS with unit capaciti«.
In Section 2.3 we consider JI with unit demands. It is easy to see that JIS
with unit demands is a special caw of the the weighted hitting set problem.
Following the framework of the generic pnmoJ-duai oJ^nnl/im unlA rriwntr
rfeirtt airp described in [27] for the weighted hitting set problem, we develop
a primal-dual approximation algorithm /<£(?£ Similar to .4Z/G/ it returns
two feasible solutions, one for JIS and one for JIP with unit demands. Again,
we show that their values are within a factor of 2 of each other. This make«
/4Z-G2 a 1/2-approximation algorithm for JIP and a 2-approxiniHtion algo-
rithm to JIS with unit demands. We conclude by showing lightness of the
analysis.
Notice that all the algorithms described in this chapter are combinatorial
in contrast to LP-rounding algorithms.
2.2 The Case of Unit Capacities
2.2.1 The Local Covering algorithm for the
Weighted Set Packing Problem
Consider the wety/ited «et padhny problem (WSP):
given is a a>//echon 5 o/ auAaeU o/ a /iniie jnouruf «et £ . For eacA *uW<
a 6 <S a nonnegaiive toetghi ui, u {riven, f ind a maximum-weij^U coHecfion
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Below we give a natural ILP formulation of WSP, where we use the charac-
teristic vector of A, x £ {0,I}'*', aa a vector of decision variables:
WSP:
Maximize Z^u' .X» (2.2.1)
subject to E . t . X . < 1 V e € £ (2.2.2)
X. 6 {0,1} V « € 5 (2.2.3)
By substituting nonnegativity constraints x« > 0, V« € 5 for integrality
constraint* (2.2.3) we obtain the LP relaxation of this formulation.
Let us also introduce the dual linear problem to this LP relaxation:
(here we use 7 € R*f' for a vector of dual variables)
Minimize
subject to
X,«{£ 7e
E.t.7. >i«.
7. >0 Veef
(22.4)
(2.2.5)
(2.2.6)
For ease of discumion let us introduce some terminology. We say that:
• an element e € £ and a subset s € 5 are incident to each other if e € s;
• the coverage of a subset 8 € 5 by a vector 7 € Rif' is a value equal to
the sum of the elements of 7 corresponding to the elements e belonging
to«, i.e., £ * . 7 , ;
• a subset « € 5 is covered if its coverage equals at least u>,. Otherwise,
we say that s is tnoiaterf;
• a subset «1 is a net^/itor of a subset «3 if they share a common element;
• JV(a) is the set of all the neighbors of «. Note that s € W(»);
• a feasible solution \ to the ILP formulation (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) as well as
the corresponding set -4 6 5 is a /eosi6/e
• a feasible solution 7 to the LP formulation (2.2.4)-(2.2.6) is a
eouennj.
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Definition 2.2.1. For a given vector 7 € R!f' and a subset 9' let us call a
vector 4 € *!f satisfying: £ ^ , <5, > mm(u>. - £ ^ , %.»• • - E ^ , . %), V» €
Af(«*)< a iocoi covermj for 7 in »*.
Let U8 now describe a generic primal-dual algorithm LooaJ Cotrnriy for WSP.
The framework of the algorithm in the following: initially all the dual vari-
ables 7, are zero and .4 is empty. Until 7 become* a feasible covering do:
- select (some) subset A, violated by the current 7, and push it on a stack,
- construct a local covering <S for 7 in a,
- increment vector 7 by the the values of vector (5.
When 7 becomes a feasible covering, pop the subsets from the slack itera-
tively and each time add a subset to M if this does not violate the feasibility
of .4.
Figure 2.1 gives a formal description of Locoi Cownnj (notice that <f € Ulf ,
A € R + , i € N ) .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7 < - 0
l < - 0
Until 7 is a feasible covering
/ « - / + 1
Select »* such that E«*^ 7« <
A 4- U)y - Et€«' 7«
FindcSeRlf s. t.: E««.*« >
For < downto 1
ifi4u{s'} is
Return /I (and
feasible
7)
then i4
u>^
n > i n K - E . « . 7 . , A), V.cJV(i")
<--4U<y}
. Figure 2.1: Algorithm Loco/ Covering.
Observe that it is not exactly specified in the algorithm how V and (5 are
selected. The description of these selection procedure* is left to a particular
set up.
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It does not nuke sense to discuss implementation and efficiency of the
algorithm in such a general setting. Let us only establish the following result:
Theorem 2.2.1. For any irutarrc T o/ WOT, t/te «et /4 ana" tAe vector
7 returned 6y LocaJ Covenny are a /auti/e padttnj aruf a /nutate covering
rejpecttveiy. Aforeover, i/ A and <5 /ourid fcy t/ie aipont/im at KacA iteration
Proof. The feasibility of /4 and 7 is obvious. Let us establish the relation
Ix-twwn thpir VHIUPH.
Let p be the number of iterations made by the algorithm at step 4. Observe
that /> in at moHt |5| «inrp at parh iteration the numlwr of violated subsets
decreases by at least 1 and the iterations stop when there is no more violated
mi Ixtet.
Let A', rf* and V (/ = 1,..., p) be the values of A, vector (5 and vector 7
respectively at the end of the /-th iteration of step 4. Let 7° be a zero vector.
So we have V = 7*"' + <$', V/ = 1, ...,p. The condition of the theorem can be
written as
Further, let .4* be the state of set i4 at the end of the loop of the cycle at
step 5, corresponding to / = g. Let J4*+' be 0. Then we have (9 = /I"*' C
/»'C... Ci4'.
We show that for each/ = 1, . . . , p + 1
£ ) . , , . (2-2.7)
Then for / = 1, since 7° is a zero vector and 4 ' is the set /4 returned by the
algorithm, we obtain the result of the theorem.
We use induction on / = p+l , . . . , l . The basis of induction i s / = p+1. Then
inequality (2.2.7) trivially holds, since A**' = 0. Suppose the inequality is
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proven for / = > + 1. Let us prove it for 1 « >. So, we have:
Ew - -rf) * * £ (•• - E ^
and the theorem will be established if we show that
First let us show that the following inequality holds:
E («• - E-^"') ^ E (•• - E">i)+
There are two rases possible: either /*' - <4'+' or M^  • ;4*+' U
Consider the first case. Suppose .4' = A**'. Clearly, thin case in only
possible if A**' contains a neighbor of subset •*, say suhsel «•, I.e., •* €
;V(»»). Consider V, it is equal to V"' + *>, where
« > min(u;.- E ^ " ' - ^ ) , for all » e
and in particular for «*, i.e., J ^ ^ ^ > miu(w^ -
A s s u m e , - . . - . : . ; u - . • ' - . ' / r , . « , . . • - ' . - . . ••. i » - ; = - . ; -
^ - ' . A * ) -
Then
This means that subset 8' is covered by y and therefore also by y * ' 7*,
since V < y+* < ... < 7*. Therefore subset »• is not violated at iteration j
or later and can not be selected and pushed on the stack during iterations
j + l,..,p of step 4, which contradicts with »' € A^*'. Therefore, the only
possible case is that
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Now, using the assumption .4* = A*", the facts that 7*-' = 7» -<P and that
there exists s* 6 A**' such that the above inequality holds, we can rewrite
the left-hand side of (2.2.10) as:
= E (-.-5>*) + E E ^ E ( » . -E^
which proves (2.2.10) in the case /4' =
Consider now the case A* • A^+' U
Using the fact that A' = u>,i - £*»< ^ ' ""^ *^~' - "^ > re^ri** the left-
hand side of (2.2.10) as:
which proves (2.2.10) in the case A' = A'+' U {»>}.
Now, with (2.2.10) established, we rewrite it by multiplying both sides
E E ^ " ' ) ^ E K-E^)
Next, using the condition of the theorem, i.e., 53ee£$ ^ ^^« *"e induc-
tion hypothesis (2.2.8) and the fact 7* — (P = 7*"', we can bound the last
expression from below by:
Thus we establish inequality (2.2.9), which proves the theorem.
The weak duality theorem for linear programming implies
•€*
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where OPT(I) is the optimum value of WSP for instance I and 7(1) is
feasible covering •» returned by Locoi Covrnnv for I . Let J4(T) be the set A
returned by the algorithm for X, then from Theorem 2.2.1 we have
O/T(D <
Corollary 2.2.2. // fa partiru/ar jet-up o/y (A« Locai Cournnj aijponitAm
run« m poiynomiai time and (Ar condition o/ TTlrorrm 2.2./ i» .iatu/ind, (Am
(Ac Local Couenny u a j-approximation oijorUAm.
2.2.2 Algorithm J4£G1
Suppose we are given an instance T of JI with unit capacities. Recall that
this is a grid consisting of ( columns, numbered connecutively from left to
right, and m numbered rows together with a wet of interval» / — (1,2,..., n)
lying on the row* of the grid. An interval i is N|>eciiied by the triple ((,, r,, p,),
where /,, r, are the indexes of the left- and the right-most COIUIIIIIN inU'reectiug
the interval and p, is the index of the row where it lie». For each interval i we
are given a positive integral parameter u>, referred to as the interval demand.
We assume that the intervals are ordered according to nondecreasing r,.
Consider the job interval packing problem (JIP) with unit capacities, which
can be formulated as follows: «efec( a maximum wei^ At suo«e( o/ tntervaia
J4 SUCA (Aat no (wo inlervois «Aare a co/umn or row.
Observe that JIP with unit capacities is a special case of the weighted set
packing problem (WSP), considered in the previous section. Indeed, let the
ground set £ be the set of all the columns and rows of the grid and the
collection 5 be {si,...,«„}, where «, is the subset of columns and the row
stabbing interval i, i.e. «< = (column 4>-'->c'*'mn r<, row p<}. The weights
of the subsets are equal to the corresponding interval weights: w,, = u;,, Vi =
l,...,n. It is easy to see that any feasible packing corresponds to a feasible
solution to JIP with unit capacities of the same value.
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Below we give an ILP formulation of JIP with unit capacities, where we use
a characteristic vector x of A as a vector of decision variables:
JIP: Maximize £^i«"*x< (2.2.11)
subject to Efc*=r*< < 1 Vr = l,.. ,m (2.2.12)
E M H , , , Z , < 1 Vc-l,..,t (2.2.13)
x, GZ}. Vi = l,..,n. (2.2.14)
The dual to its LP relaxation (the dual variables z € R™ and y € R*
correspond to the constraints (2.2.12) and (2.2.13) respectively) looks as
follows;
Dual: Minimize £ t - t y, + £ " , *• (2215)
subject to z„ + E*,,,,,,! Ife > Wi V. = 1,.., n (2.2.16)
*r,Wc>0 Vr.c. (2.2.17)
Notice that by replacing in this formulation the nonnegativity constraints
(2.2.17) with integrality constraints
z , ,y ,€Z+, Vr,e, (2.2.18)
we obtain an ILP formulation of the job interval stabbing (JIS) problem with
unit rapacities: /or eocA column c and roti; r «peci/y intern»/ mu/tip/»eit»e*
y^  and z, neapectiw/y «HC/I tfiat:
- /or eac/i intervai i /Ae «urn o/ muidp/icitip.i o/ tAe co/umrw and tAe rou»
«taftfting intervai t is at /east f/ie demand u»,,
- (ne sum o/ t/ie multsp/tcttie« u minimum.
Notice that in the case of JIS with unit capacities the interval multiplic-
ities can be fixed to zero without loss in the optimum value, since, given
any feasible solution, one can obtain a feasible solution of the same value by
decreasing interval multiplicities to zero and increasing row multiplicities so
as to preserve the feasibility.
We describe now a set up of the generic algorithm Locai Cowering for JIP
with unit rapacities, yielding a primal-dual algorithm called MZ.G7.
Let us reproduce here the step 4 of the algorithm Locoi Cotwnnp (see Figure
2.2) and translate it into the terms of 7 / P with unit capacities.
Until 7 w • fsMible covering
(1) Select «* mich that £ * , • 1« < «V
(2) A * - « , - E * . . " r .
(3) Find i € « f a. t.: J^.cS. > «"«>(««'. -
(4) 7< -7 + <S
Figure 2.2: Step 4 of Local
Line (1), i.e., selecting a violated subset «* » a, corre8|>ondii in our context
to selecting interval i such that £!r«-n..r,) W + ** < «",. When more then oue
index i satisfies this condition we select the smallest of them.
Line (2) should be translated as A • - ui, - J ^ n ^ j y< - *„.
In line (3) we have to find <S = (<5,*, (5^i, < C i.--i<Sr^«) a t .
e.t. f> € Af(«(). (2.2.10)
where i is the number selected in line (1). We assign the value of A to th«
elements of <5 corresponding to the right-must column stabbing interval i and
to ita row, and 0 to all the other element«.
Lemma 2.2 .3 . / / vector« z and y and index i are auc/i lAat Wj — 5Z<*(i r ] Ve ~
z^ < 0 /or a i / j = l , . . . , t — 1, tAen vector (5 de/ined a»;
( A, i/e =A, i/e = row p(,0,
«atu/ie« ('«.«./S; /or any A > 0.
Proof. The condition of the lemma guarantees that (2.2.19) is satisfied for
all *) G N(«j) such that j < i.
Consider the other neighbors of «,, i.e. all »y G W(»,) such that j > t.
These subsets correspond to the intervals that either lie on the same row or
share a column with interval i and whose right-most stabbing column has
index at least equal to r,. Then sharing a column with interval i implies
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sharing the column rj. This mean« that each subset «j € W(*i), j >
includes either row p< or column rj. Thus:
, t.t. j > •: 51 *«
This implies the lemma. D
Figure 2.3 »hows the formal description the algorithm ^LG/. Here .4 is
a set of interval indie«*.
1. y «-0,z «- o
2. /I 4 -9
3 / 4 - 0
4. For i 4- 1 to n
A 4- t»4 - H«t||,,r,l V«
If A > 0 then:
/ 4- 1 + 1, y„ 4- y„
5. For / downto 1
i f / tu {if} is feasible
6. Return J4 (and y, z)
+ A, z „ 4 - z
to J / P then /
*
l + - / i U
i, 4- i
Figure 2.3: Algorithm i4LG.f
Theorem 2.2.4. For any instance 7 o/ J / unf/i unit capaeifie«, set A and
vectors (y,;) returned fry t/ie aigorit/im ALGl (iescni«/etwjA/e solutions to
J/P and J/5 rtspective/y, and t/ieir va/ues are neialed as:
vaiue(y,z) < 2 • ro/ue(^).
Proof. Obviously /t is a feasible solution to J / P with unit capacities. Con-
eider (z,y). According to Theorem 2.2.1 it is a feasible covering, i.e., it is
a feasible solution to the LP formulation (2.2.15)-(2.2.17). Obviously the
vectors z and y are integral since to, is integral for all i = 1,..., n. Thus (z, y)
is a feasible solution to the ILP formulation (2.2.15),(2.2.16),(2.2.18).
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Let OB establish the ratio of 2 between the value« of the solution* Observe,
that the conditions of Theorem 2.2.1 are satisfied with 0 - 2 . Indeed, at
each iteration of step 4 of the algorithm X ^ r <5, = 2 A. Theorem 2.2.1 implies
that
T h e o r e m 2.2.5. ^iyorUAm ALG1 can 6e impirmmicd (o run in O(n log n)
lime.
Proof. It cost« at most O(n) time to maintain and update y and x since
z € IP", where m is at moot n (we do not consider empty row* of the grid)
and v € i f where all the elements except y„ ,!/„<'< V*. *L*y **ro throughout
the algorithm and thus do not need to be maintained.
In step 4 the only time consuming part is calculating J2<*n '•!"'• ^ ""
explain how to do it in O(logn) time. Consider the i-lh iteration of the
for-cvcle in step 4. Suppose that at the beginning of it we have mime ( i , y )
and suppose we know the value of Surn, = J^ «-«^  Vr f'"" *"•"" J ° 1 , •••, r<_t.
Since at this moment only y „ , . .,y*_, can IM* positive and hence y, — 0
for all c > rj_i, 5 ^ n ^ ) l f c equals the difference (Sum^_, - Sum,..), where
c* = m a x { c : c 6 { n , . . . , r„},c < 4}. Using binary search, c* can be found
in O(logn) time.
It is easy to maintain these values of 5'umj. For that purpoHC let IIH
maintain an auxiliary variable 5um which at each moment in time equals
53<* In n.) Wr for the current value of vector y. At the beginning of the
algorithm 5um = 0 and at every iteration i = l , . . . ,n of step 4 such that
A > 0 we increment the value of 5um by the same value as y,, i.e. by A,
and assign it to Sum,,. So, at the beginning of the i-th iteration the values
Sum,, for all c e {ri,. . . , fj_i} are known.
Thus each iteration in the 4th step takes O(logn) time, which implies the
running time O(n log n) for all the iterations.
The most complicated operation at step 6 is the feasibility check. We
use a mechanism of indicators and pointers to be able to check whether
the place necessary to insert a candidate interval is occupied. We maintain
an indicator for each row, which is set initially into position "free", and a
pointer that at each moment points to the left endpoint of the interval, added
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to M laut. When an interval i is added to -4 the indicator attached to the
row p, is net into position "occupied" and the pointer is set to point onto
the column 4< Recall that at step 6 we consider the intervals in the order
of decreasing numbers. This means that the right endpoint of each next
candidate interval, say i, lies to the left or coincides with any of the right
endpoints of the intervals added to 4^ before: r, < r,, Vj 6 v4. Thus the
interval i does not Hhare a column with any of the intervals in M if and only
if rv IM lew than the index of the left endpoint of the interval added to i4 last,
whirh is at any time pointed by the pointer. Thus to check whether insertion
of an interval i preserve)« feasibility of .4 it is enough to make Hure that the
row p, is indicated free and the column number r pointed by the pointer is
bigger then r,. This can be implemented in a constant time. D
From the weak duality relation between JIP and JIS and from Theorem
2.2.4 we have that for any instance I of JI with unit capacities:
where J / P ( J ) and .7/5(1) are the optimal values of JIP and JIS on I and
y(X), z(T) and /4(I) are the solutions returned by the algorithm -4LG/ ap-
plied to I .
Corollary 2.2.6. .4/gorttfim ALG1 u a //2-approrimation aijordAm/or . W
uritA unit capacities and £-approximation /or J/5 untA unit capacities.
Tightness. The results stated in Corollary 2.2.6 are tight, i.e. the analysis of
the algorithm's performance can not be improved to provide a better factor.
Example 1 shows that the ratio between the value of the solution returned
by the algorithm and the optimal value of JIP with unit capacities can be
indeed 1/2. Example 2 shows a similar fact for JIS with unit capacities.
Example 1. Consider an instance 7 of JI with unit capacities depicted in
1 3
Figure 2.4: Example 1.
Figure 2.4. All the interval weights uij, i = 1,2,3, are unit. Solution .4
returned by the algorithm XLG/ is {1}, while the optimal ttulutiuu to JIP ia
{2,3}. Thus the value of M is 1/2 time« the optimal value. ,:
Example 2. Consider an instance in Figure 2.5, consisting of fc simple
1<
2{
3{
M
7 7 7 ,
- /
- /
- /
- /
- /
Figure 2.5: Example 2
repeating configurations, where all the intervals have unit weight. In this
case the solution (z,y) returned by y4/,G/ as well as the optimal solution
to JIS (z***, y"**) are 0,1-vectore. The elements corresponding to 1 (columns
or rows) in (z,y) are marked in the picture with "/" and the element«
corresponding to 1 in (*"*, /**) are marked with "V". It is easy to see that
vaiue(z, y) = 2&, t>aiue(z°*<, y^) = fc + 1. When Jt tends to infinity, the ratio
tends to 2.
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2.3 The Case of Unit Demands:
Algorithm
In this section we focus on JI with unit demands. This special case of JI can
lie described as follows: given is a grid consisting of ( columns, numbered
consecutively from left to right, and m numbered rows together with a set
of intervals / = f 1,2, ...,n} lying on the rows of the grid. An interval i is
specified by the triple (H,r(,p,), where t, r, are the indexes of the left- and
the right-most columns intersecting the interval and p, is the index of the row
where it lie«. For each column c, row r and interval i, we are given positive
integral parameter* tv, u, and p< respectively, referred to as the column, row
and interval capacities. We assume that the intervals are ordered according
to nondecreasing r,.
The objective of the job interval stabbing problem (JIS) with unit de-
mands is: /ind a r»//ertion W o/ co/umru, rows and intervals o/ minimum
fofa/ capacity, *ucA tAat /or eac/i interval i € /, W contains eit/ier a co/umn
tnterW i, or t/ie roti; .itaiiinj mlerW i, or £/ie interval i
Notice that JIS with unit demands is a special case of the well known
weip/ited Attting «et problem (WHS): oiven M a /inite tneig/ited ground «et f,
eac/i e/ement e € £ Ziamng a nonneflatiue wetp/it w,, ana* a co//ec/«on o/ its
sublets 5. find a minimum weiy/it juAset / / C £ sucT» tAat // fl« / 0 /or
any • 6 5.
Indeed, let the set of all the columns, rows and intervals with their weights
constitute a weight«! ground set 5. Let 5 be {«i, «2,.., «„}, where subset «<
contains the interval i together with the subset of the columns and the row
stabbing it. Then any feasible hitting set corresponds to a feasible solution
to JIS with unit demands of the same value.
In the spirit of WHS we say that an interval i is Ml by a subset / / of columns,
rows and intervals if if contains either column or row stabbing interval i, or
interval i itself.
Below in given an ILP formulation of JIS with unit demands (for the decision
variables we use here characteristic vector (y, *,») of H. where y € Z' is
associated with the set of columns, z € Z " with the set of rows and » € Z"
with the net of intervals)
JIS: Minimize £ ^ i tvy« + £ £ , , u,«, + £ J . , p,«, (2.3.1)
subject to *„ + E««^.,,, y, + *, > 1 Vi, (2.3.2)
»r, I/o a, €{0,1} Vr.c.i. (2.3.3)
The dual to its LP relaxation is
Dual: Maximize £^, x, (2.3.4)
subject to £ ^ „ * £ « , V r - l , . . , m (2.3.5)
«'« V c - l , . . , l (2.3.6)
V i - l , . . , n (2.3.7)
* > 0 V i - l , . . , n (2.3.8)
Notice that when replacing the nonnegativity constraints (2.3.8) with inte-
grality constraints x, € Z Vi = 1, ..,n, we obtain an ILP formulation of the
job interval packing problem (JIP) with unit demand«:
spec /^y an integral multiplicity /or eac/i iniervai i, not «rnmliriy it» rapac-
ities p,, «uc/i tAoi
- /or each column c or row r tAe sum o/ the multiplicities o/ t/ie interval«
»/»anng it doe* not exceed tAe capacity iv or u, respectively,
- the sum o/ tAe multiplicities is minimum.
Following the framework of the generic primal-dual ai</ontAm wit/> reverse
delete step described for WHS by Goemans & Williamson [27], we develop a
primal-dual algorithm for JIS with unit demands, called /ILG'S.
We use auxiliary variables ö 6 Rf, ü e R™ and p 6 R" which are in fact
slack variables for the constraints (2.3.5)-(2.3.7) i.e., at each moment in time:
*e = t>e- $3 *< ^ ' "^  = "^~5Z *' ^ ' Ä=ft-*< Vi (2.3.9)
<w€[4.nl ' •"=••
for some current values of i<, i = 1, ...,n.
Initially the dual vector z is zero, the set / / is empty and the slack variables
v, u, p are equal tov, u and p respectively. For each interval i from 1 to n
we check whether it is already hit by // , if not we do the following:
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- assign to the dual variable z< the minimum of the values of slack variables
corresponding to the following elements: the columns stabbing interval i, its
row and interval i itself, i.e., z< «— min{i>i,, .., t),,, ü^, p\};
- u[>dat<> the «lark variables (since the value of z, changed). Due to the
way z, was updated, at leant one of the slack variables £>{,, .., v,,, it*, p, has
to be zero now;
- add to W the elements (columns 4,...,r,, row p, or interval i) whose
corresponding slack variables are zero. Notice that at least one of these
element ha« to be added to H and thiiH interval i become» hit.
Clearly, after all the n intervals are processed as above, / / is a feasible
solution to JIS with unit demands, since all the intervals are hit. At the
next stage we try to remove elements from / / . For that we consider each
element in / / and remove it if feasibility of / / is preserved. The order of
considerations plays a role here. First we check the columns in the order
raven* to the order they were added to /Y. Then all the other elements, i.e.,
rows and intervals, in an arbitrary order.
The formal description of algorithm ^ t ( 7 ? is shown in Figure 2.6. We use
three index sets to represent set / / , the set of column, row and interval
indexes A/"*, /7"~ and //'"' respectively.
Theorem 2.3 .1 . For any irwlancir 7 o/ J/ tvt'tA unit demarui» tne «et«
(//"*, «""",//"") and vector z return«* 6y tAe aioontAm ALG2 deaerifte/«•"
.lo/u/iorw to J /5 ant/ J /P respec/iw/y, ana* tneir WIVU&J are nr/a<ed a«
,/ / '-~,/ / '"") < 2 vo/ue(z).
To prove it we need a preliminary lemma. This is a result for the weighted
hitting set problem that can be also found in [27]:
Lemma 2.3.2. ConaiaVr an instance o/ W//S. / / a jet / / C £, vector x € R^'
and /i > 0 satuyy.-
Ve € H : 5 Z X. = w« <""* Vs G 5 , aucn tAat x . > 0 : |* n W| < ^
Men
«6H J€S . ..
Proof. Using the conditions of the Lemma we have:
<€/f
? : ' , h - ,•• ' '"•.
1. if-0
2. ff-* <-1, / r ~ 4- »,//*-«•-#
3. 0 «- w, ü 4- u, p •-1» ' '
4. / 4- 0
5. For i 4- 1 to n
If ( | ^ , r , ] n « ^ = » ) M J V D ( { A ) n / / ' - = ») then
x< 4- min{0|,, ... «v,, ü^, p*};
Fbr c 4- ^ to r< if (ö, 4- ö, - z,) « 0 then
i 4- J + 1, p 4- r, H-* 4- « -«U {c}
If (ü^ 4- Ä„ - x,) = 0 then //"•• 4- W ~ U {^} •
M (A 4- Ä - x«) - 0 then //*" 4- / / « U {•}
6. Fbr j 4- / downW) 1
if H-*-{r,>, together with W"~ and tf*", u feawble
then H-* 4-H-* -
7. For all i e //*"*
if ff*»«- {t} together with ff"* and ff""° is feasible
then ff"" 4-ff'"" - {i}
8. For all r 6 ff""
if ff""-{r), together with ff«* and ff*»«, is feasible
then ff""° 4- ff"- - {r}
9. Return ff"*, ff™", ff*»« (and i )
Figure 2.6: Algorithm
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Proof.(of the Theorem) Obviounely, by construction the sets ( « - ' , W—, >/*")
describe a feasible solution to JIS with unit demands and the vector x is fea-
sible to the dual LP formulation (2.3.5)-(2.3.7). Notice, that the integrality
of the input data implies integrality of z. Thus z is feasible to JIP with unit
demands.
Let us establish the relation between the solution values. Recall the
representation of JIS with unit demands as a special case of WHS, described
earlier in this section. We use the result of the lemma with (//"*, //""", //"*')
representing W, z representing *. A* equal to 2.
Let us show that the first condition of the lemma is satisfied. Recall
that an index of an element (be that column, row or interval) is added to
one of (//"*, //""",//"") only when the corresponding slack variable (2.3.9)
becomes zero. After a slack variable becomes zero, it is not changed by the
algorithm anymore. Thus at the end of the algorithm we have that all the
•lack variables (2.3.9) corresponding to the element» in the solution are zero,
and thus the find condition of the lemma follows.
Let us etitablish the second condition, i.e., show that for (W"*, W " , //'*')
returned by the algorithm and for any i ~ 1,...,". "uch that Zj > 0 holds:
Take i s.t. z, > 0. If we show that |{/j,..,M n W°'| < 1, the above
bound follows easily from the fart that, due to the minimality of solution
(W*, / / ' - , //««). accomplish«! in steps 6,7,8, |{t>O//'"*| = 0 for any i, for
which |{/ r\} n w ^ | + |{pj n W"~| > 1.
Suppose |{/(, ..,r<} n W°'| > 2, i.e. //"' contains at least 2 columns
Incident to the interval i, say, columns cj and cj, c, < cj. Consider the
moment right before i , became positive, i.e. the beginning of the ith iteration
Ht step 5 of the algorithm. All the previously considered intervals j , j < i,
are already covered by this moment and nor ci, neither cj are yet added
to //"• (otherwise, {/(,/, + l,..,r(} n //"< = 0 would not hold). Look now
at step 6, the moment when we are considering column c, asa candidate
for removal from AY™*. We claim that all intervals j , j < i, are currently
cover«! by other elements (columns, rows or intervals). This is due to the
fact that no element, added to the solution during step 5 before column C|,
can t>e considered for removal in step 6 before ci. Further, it is not difficult
to see that all intervals /, / > i, stabbed by column r,, have to be stabbed by
column oj as well by the ordering of the intervals (see Figure 2.7). Therefore
nothing can prevent us from removing ci from //'"' in step 6.
c, o,
I I i
Figure 2.7: All the intervals / , / > » , incident to column <•>, have to be
incident to column cj as «ell.
Theorem 2.S.3. can be impfcrrumtaf to twi in 0(n() ftm«.
Proof. The initialization of the variable)* takes ( ) ( n ( l t m) time. Assuming
that there in no row without intervals in the grid, and thus rn < n, O(n +
t + m) = O(n + r).
The operations of taking the minimum at step 5 and updating the slack
variables takes at most O(() time, thus the 5th step Ukee at most O(nl) lime
in total.
Performing the feasibility cherk at step 6 requires some additional data
structure. First, it is convenient to have indicator» for each column, row and
interval, showing whether the element is currently present in H It takes
only a constant time to update these indicators when adding and removing
element« from //. Second, for each interval we maintain a counter, at each
moment equal to the number of selected element« hitting that interval. We
can establish those counters right after step 5 in O(nt) time by checking
for each interval the corresponding indicators. Then we can check whether
removal of a column r € .4™' does not violate the feasibility as follows: if all
the values of the counters corresponding to the intervals incident to column c
are greater than 1, then we can remove the column and update the counters.
For all the columns r € .4"°' it takes at most O(n<) time.
Step 7, with the help of the counters, is easy to implement in O(n) time .
In step 8 let us perform for each interval the following check: if its counter
equals 1 and its row is currently present in W, put a mark on this row. This
means that the row can not be removed from // without disturbing feasibility.
After all the intervals are checked remove from //'•" the numbers of the rows
which are not marked. This procedure takes at most O(n) time. Ü
Theorem 2.3.1 together with the weak duality relation between JIP and
JIS has the following consequence:
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Corollary 2.3.4. X/^orU/im ALG2 i» a //«-approximation a/jontAm /or J /P
unt/i unit demaruii and a 2-approximation /or J/5 uht/i unit V f a
Tightness. These performance guarantees are tight. To see that return
to the Examples 1 and 2 given at the end of Section 2.2.2. Since in the
instances described in those examples all the data (capacities and demands)
are unit, we can apply to them algorithm J4LG2. It turns out that the
solutions returned by v4LG2 coincide with those produced by /4LG/, which
VC described in the examples. Thus, the solution for JIP is exactly 1/2 times
UM optimum and the solution for JIS tends to be 2 times the optimum. This
means that the performance guarantees stated in 2.3.4 can not be improved
by a better analysis.
flfm«f* 2.3.1. Notice that both algorithms /4£G£and i4LG/ can be applied
to instance» of Jl with unit capacities and demands. It is not difficult to
verify, that the solutions for JIP (subsets of intervals) returned by the two
algorithms coincide, while the solutions to JIS (subsets of columns and rows)
can be different.
• : - * . •
Chapter 3 ^ « y ,
Approximation of the job
interval stabbing problem (JIS)
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted entirely to approximation algorithm» tut the job
interval stabbing problem baaed on LP-rounding. , . - .
Prel iminaries . Let UM give a formulation of the job UIUTVHI NtAlthiiiK prol>-
lem (JIS): given u a jrtd roruudn^ o/ t noiumru, numbered corurrulively
/rom le/J (o n^U, and rn numAemi mtiM. A^rtner jnuen M a «e< o/ interval«
/ = {1,2, . . . ,n} lying on tAe rouu o/ t/te grid. Mn inirmai i u «pKri/iAd fry
t/ie trip/e (1,, r,,p,), uVtere 1,, r, are tAe indices o/ (Ae te/t- and tne rig/it-rnoxi
column staging interval t and p, u t/ie index o/ tAe row; (^afcfcini; mfcnxW t.
for eacA column c, roui r and inim>a/ i, given are ponitive intfj^ro
Vc, u, and p, rrjpectitJe/y. for eacA interuai i tve are given a positive
parameter u); re/erred to a.1 tAe interval demand. We asxume tAat t/if inter-
vals are ondered according to noridf:crT.a.Mn</ r,. 77»e tos* M to »peci/y /or ear/i
column r, row r and interval i integral mu/<ipliciiiej y ,^ z, and «, respectively,
suc/t t/tat:
• /or eac/i interval i tAe sum o/ multiplicities o/ t/ie columns and t/ie row
interval i and t/ie multiplicity o/ interval i «Tuai» at least its demand
- t/ie total tweignt £ j _ , v^ y«; + J^L, u,2, + £"_, fts,, is minimizal.
Notice that here, in contrast to the previous chapter, we refer to parameters
i>e, u, and Pi as weights (and not as capacities).
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JIS is MAX SNP-hard even if all the column, row and interval weights and
interval demands are equal to 1: tv, u^,p,,u), = 1, Vc, r, i (see Section 4.3
of this thesis). This implies that no polynomial time approximation scheme
(PTAS) can exists for this special case unless 7> = ATP.
Previous research. In [31] Hassin and Megiddo present an investigation of
a range of special cases of the following problem: given n compact subsets of
R*, find a set of straight lines of minimum cardinality NO that each of the given
subset« is hit by at least one line. They introduce an approximation algorithm
with a performance guarantee of at most 2 - ^ j - for a problem, which in
our context may be described as a special case of JIS, where each of the
intervals is stabl>ed by exactly A' columns and all the numerical parameters
D,, ti,,p,,ui,, Vc, r, i are unit. For a slightly more general case, when each of
the intervals is stabbed by the name number of columns, a 2-approximation
algorithm in given.
In [26] Gaur et al. describe a 2-approximation algorithm for the so-called
rectany/e *ta66inj problem. This problem appears when instead of intervals
we are given rectangles, each of which may be stabbed by several rows as well
as by several rolumiiN. The task is to stab all the rectangles by a minimum
weight Niilwet of columns and rows. This problem is a generalization of JIS
with unit demands.
Our contribution and outline of the chapter. This chapter improves the
results of [39], where w det«crit>e a (2 + c)-appmximation algorithm for JIS,
based on an LP-rounding technique, using a coloring idea, initially introduced
by Bar-Noy et al. [8].
In section 3.2 we show that, when the vector of unit multiplicities 2 is fixed
in advance, JIS can be formulated as a minimum cost flow problem. This
observation is used in Section 3.3, which focuses on the problem JIS**, which
is JIS with all the demands greater or equal to u»o: w, > u>o, Vi = l,...,n.
We describe an LP-rounding (u>o + l)/u»o-approximation algorithm for JIS™°.
Notice that this implies a 2-approximation algorithm for the general version
of JIS, since all the demands are positive integral numbers, and thus at
least 1. This algorithm generalizes the result of Gaur et al. [26] (implied
for intervals) to the case of arbitrary demands. In addition it requires less
computational effort since we observe, that some of the LP problems that
have t« be solved in the algorithm of [26], may be solved combinatorially via
a minimum cost flow algorithm.
In Section 3.4 we consider JIS with unit demands and describe an LP-
rounding r/(r — 1) «a 1.582-approximation algorithm. We also show that the
integrality gap factor of the natural ILP formulation of J1S with unit demands
is arbitrarily clone to <•/(?— 1), making existence of an LP-rounding algorithm
for this problem with a better approximation ratio unlikely.
3.2 Reduced Problem JIS(i)
In this section we consider the problem JIS given that the vector of the row
multiplicities j in fixed in advance: J •= i, £ € Z7 We denote this problem
by JIS(f) and refer to it as the miurerf proMem. We show that JlS(i) can
be solved to optimality via a minimum coot flow algorithm.
Consider a straightforward ILP formulation of JIS(i):
Minimize Ei»i «cVc + ET., Pi«< (3.2.1)
subject to E*|«,,r,] Vc + «* > w* - f* Vi - 1,... n (3.2.2)
fc,»<€ZV Ve,i. (3.2.3)
The LP relaxation is obtained by replacing constraints (3.2.3) with
* > 0 , * > 0 , Vc,i. (3.2.4)
Reformulating (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) in matrix notation, using 6, = tu, - $„, Yi •
1,..., n, yields:
Minimize uy + ps
subject to /ly + / s > 6 (3.2.5)
Here / € {0,1}""" is an identity matrix, /I G {0,1}""', 6 € Z*J. Notice
that the matrix /I has the so called "consecutive ones" property, i.e., in
the columns of /I 'l'-s are positioned consecutively, without interfering 'O'-s.
This property implies that ^ is a totally unimodular matrix (see [45)). Since
a totally unimodular matrix combined with an identity matrix retains the
property of total unimodularity (see e.g. [45]) we conclude that the constraint
matrix of formulation (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) is totally unimodular and therefore the
associated LP relaxation is integral, i.e., describes an integral polyhedron.
Proposition 3.2.1. 77ie linear programming pro6/em de*cri6erf fry
and (5.2.^ u
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Of course, this implies that the problem JIS(f) can be solved in polynomial
time by solving the LP relaxation of its ILP formulation. Now we explain
how its special structure allows us to solve it more efficiently than a general
linear programming problem. * • ;>• . ^ - - , ! ..•..:•.-,.»,.. - *.. . .
Lemma 3.2.2. 77»e pnoft/em 7/5(z) can 6e «oitwrf in time O(WCF(l,n
uVtere A/C'/''((,p) u <Ae limt needed to jo/ue a minimum coat /?otß prr>6/em
on a ne(u)orit wit/t / node* and p arcs.
Proof. Let us formulate the dual to the LP relaxation of (3.2.5), where we
UHP a dual vector i f IfJ:
Maximize
subject to
6 i
x > 0
Using a vector of auxiliary variables 7 € R*+ we can rewrite it as follows:
Maximize
aubject to + /
x,o>0
Consider the composite matrix /l*"|/. Denote its rows by ai ,oj , ...,a, and
transform the matrix /t^|/ as follows (this transformation is also shown in
in [3], see pages 304-306):
- a ,
fl| — Oj
O|_l — Of
(3.2.6)
Notice that this matrix has t + 1 rows. Now we can rewrite our LP in the
following equivalent form:
V.-
Minimi«» —t
subject to
Ä " - " W . . . •••" • ; ' ! * * * • * i ; • * ' , ' '
O , - l - O ,
(3.2.7)
* , « > 0
This is a minimum cost Bow formulation. Indeed, the matrix (3.2.6) has
exactly one '-1' and one '+1' in each column: this follow» from the fnrt that
matrix .4^|/ has consecutive ones in columns. Therefore we can solve this
problem via a minimum cost flow algorithm.
Let us write down the dual of (3.2.7). There are r + 1 dual variable«
Vo« •--• Vt *&d " dual variables «1,...,«„:
Maximize
\
- " 1
(3.2.8)
subjec t to y j ,_ , - tf, + «< > 6<, Vi = l , . . . , n
Given an optimal solution to the minimum cost flow problem, one ran
easily obtain (in time dominated by the time necessary to solve a min-cost
flow problem) the optimal values of the dual variables yd,..., y| and »1,..., »„
(see [3)).
It is easy to verify that by substituting £'=e+i V* *"• v£> ^ = *>,...,*
in (3.2.8) we obtain formulation (3.2.1),(3.2.2),(3.2.5), where u)j - z^ = 6j.
Therefore (y, s) is an optimum solution to JIS(z) where
Wc-i-I/c. Vc=l,..,t.
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3.3 Approximation of JIS"*
Let us consider a more specific version of JIS: let JIS** be JIS, where the
interval demand« are greater or equal to u^ >, i.e., UJ< > u>o for all i = 1, ...,n.
In this section we describe an (wo + l)/wo-appraximation algorithm for JIS"*.
Let us give a straightforward ILP formulation of JIS™*:
Minimize J^-i »«Ifc + ET=i «r* + £ « • p,«< (3.3.1)
subject to z„ + Ee«|(,,,,| y« + «« > «>< Vi = 1,.., n (3.3.2)
* , , ! /„* €Z^. Vr,c,i. (3.3.3)
Its LP relaxation can be obtained by replacing integrality constraints (3.3.3)
with nonnegativity constraints
«r > 0, y„ > 0,a, > 0, Vr, c, i. (3.3.4)
The algorithm Ä01WD for the problem JIS"* can informally be described
iw follows. Given an instance of JIS"°, it solves the LP relaxation of formu-
lation (3.3.1)-(3.3.3), obtaining an optimal LP solution r*,y", »*. Then, it
multiplies the value« of the z-variables by (wo+ 1)/WQ and rounds all of them
down. Denote the resulting integral vector by 2. Finally, find an optimal
solution of JIS(i) y,» and return i,y,«.
The formal description of the algorithm may be found in Figure 3.1.
1. solve the LP
tion y", z", <
2. for all» = 1
3. solve JIS(f)
4. return ©, ä,ä
relaxation
r";
of(3.3.1)-(3.3.3)
tO TO Zj < - [(ll>o + l ) / t«b •
obtain y, j ;
and obtain its optimal solu-
«TJ.
Figure 3.1: Algorithm
Theorem 3.3.1. For any trutance o/ J/S"* aijoritfcm ROUND returrw a
/easiftte so/tition wit/i a vaiue o/ at moat (wo + l)/wo tim« t/ie optimum.
Proof. Consider an instance I of JIS"». The feasibility of the solution
returned by ÄOIWZ) for 2 is obvious, since for any integer z an optimal
solution to JIS(r), together with z, constitutes by construction a fearifall
solution to JIS (see section 3 2).
To establish the performance guarantee we compare the value of the re-
turned solution (0,2, i) with the value of the optimum LP solution (y*>, **», «*),
The crucial part here is to establish that (•*** y*\ « ^ 5"] is a feasible
solution to the LP relaxation of JIS(i). Indeed, consider any inler\-al 1. From
the feasibility of z", y*, 5* we have:
Multiplying both sides of the inequality by 1*^') gives:
where the last inequality holds Iwcauae w, > uig. Rounding down one of the
terms decreases the left-hand side by at most 1:
Recall that l l = ^ • zfj - «,, Vi - l,..,m. Thus:
From this we conclude that (*J^ "'"1 * ^ «'") w * feasible solution to the
LP relaxation of JlS(z) for I .
Proposition 3.2.1 implies that the optimal value of JIS(£) is less ur equal
to the value of any feasible solution to its LP relaxation. Therefore it follows:
Step 2 of the algorithm (see Figure 3.1) implies that ^ < ^ ^ z j ' , Vi. Thus:
(wo + 1) „
u« < uz'.
Wo
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Then the value of the solution output by Ä01WD is
^ + p, + „j < <3L±i> ( V + p.* + uz*) < ^ t ± i > OPT,
U>o « •
where OPT in the optimum value of JIS"° for X. D
Lemma 3.S.2. The nmnmy time o/a/gorü/im ROUND u O(l/LP(n,<+n +
m) + A/CF(n,« + n)), tunere t/LP(n, r + n + m) M tne time needed «o »o/t*
a /ineor programming pnoi/fm untn n x ( l + n + m) matrix unin 0, / entrie«' ,
and A/Cf (f, ( + n) u (Ae time needed (o «o/ve a minimum eoai /low proft/em
on a neiuwrifc unf/i ( node« and ( + n arc«.
Proof. Obviou». D
Corollary 3.S.S. ^/gontfim ROUND is a (wo + l)/ujo-appmrimotton a/oo-
rtt/im.
Tigbtneaa. So far we have not found an instance proving the tightness of the
remilt «f Theorem 3.3.1, namely, an inxtanre providing the ratio of (wo+l)/wo
between the optimum value of JIS"" and the value of the solution returned
by the algorithm.
However, we ran prcwnt an instance of JIS' and a feasible LP solution
for it, very close to the optimum LP solution, whose value is increased with
• factor arbitrarily clone to 2 by the rounding procedure of the algorithm.
This implies that the steps 2, 3 and 4 of ÄOtfM3 (see Figure 3.1) can indeed
double the value of a given fractional solution.
Consider the instance given in Figure 3.2, assuming that all the param-
eters are unit. An optimal LP solution for JIS' consists of values of 1/2
attached to the first row and all the columns of the grid. We perturb this
fractional solution by adding an arbitrary small positive e to the {/-values and
subtracting e from the positive z-variable (see the brackets in Figure 3.2).
Notice that it maintains the feasibility of the solution.
The rounding procedure of the algorithm (steps 2-4), applied to this
slightly altered fractional solution, rounds the positive z-variable down to
0 and finds the optimum solution (y, s), that consists of values 1 attached to
each column. So the value of this rounded solution is 2k, whereas the value
' In view of the rmult of Tardo« [48] thb time only depends on the dimensions of
the constraint matrix and does not depend on the input size of the right-hand side and
objective vector«.
fit coJwniu
("«)
1/3 (H) 1/21/3 (M) 1/2 H«) 1/2 (-*) 1/2 (-K)
Figure 3.2: Exampk.
of the initial fractional solution is (2*(l/2 + e) + 1/2 - e). If we increase it
and correspondingly decrease f, the ratio between them tends to 2.
The discussion above NiiggeHts that it might IM> pcvwible to guarantee a
stronger performance of the algorithm when using a certain structure of an
optimal LP solution in the analysis.
3.4 Approximation of JIS with unit demands
In this section we present an e/(e - l)cs 1.582-approximation algorithm for
JIS with unit demands, called S7MB.
Recall that JIS with unit demands is JIS where all the interval demands
u>i equal 1. Let us give its ILP formulation:
Minimize E j , i « * + K i ^ + J * i Wi («•*•!)
subject to z* + E«(i,,r,| I/c + «i > 1 Vi = 1,.., n (3.4.2)
z,,l/c,»ieZ+ Vr,c,i. (3.4.3)
The LP relaxation arises when we replace the integrality constraints (3.4.3)
by
*r>0 , i f e>0 ,« i>0 , Vr,c,i.
Informally algorithm 57Vl£? can be described as follows. Given an instance
of J / 5 with unit demands, it solves the LP relaxation of formulation (3.4.1)-
(3.4.3) and obtains an optimal LP solution (z'", y'",«'"). It outputs the best of
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m + 1 candidate solutions, where candidate solution number > (j = 0,..., m)
in solution (z,y,«) obtained as follows: set j z-variables with the largest re-
values to 1 and the remaining z-variables to 0. We have now an integral
vector 2. Solve the reduced problem JIS(z) to optimality (see section 3.2)
and obtain y,s.
A formal description of S7v4ß is shown in Figure 3.3.
1. solve the LP relaxation
(*\ ¥*.•*);
2. reindex the rows of the
3. V 4- oo;
4. for j = 0 to m
for i = 1 to j 2< 4-
for i = j + 1 to m
solve JIS(i), obtain
if uf + vtf + p* < V
6. return y*, «*,«*
of (3.4.
grid so
1M3.4.3)
that»!':
1,
*4-0.
v.J;
' then V 4- « i +
, obtain its
I *? > >
vf + p*. J
optimal solution
*S;
• 4 - z, y* 4 - C,»' 4 - J
Figure 3.3: Algorithm 5T4B.
Theorem 3.4.1. for any instance o/J/5 un/A unit demand') a/gorttfim STAB
returr« a /easifc/e »o/udon twtA tAe uaiue o/ at most e/(e - 1) times tAe opti-
mum.
Before giving the proof of the theorem let us introduce a preliminary
lemma, the proof of which may be found in the appendix to this chapter.
Lemma 3.4.2. Suppose we are given numbers 1 > Ai > Aj > ... > A„ > 0,
Vi = 1,.., m, and A„+i = 0. AjrtAer given arc positive numbers ai.aj, ...,a^
and V. 77>en we /lave:
Proof.(of the theorem.) Consider an instance X of JIS with unit demands
and let (r**,y'',«'") and (z*,y*,«*) be respectively an optimal LP solution
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and the solution returned by the algorithm for I We show that for arty
instance X of 7 / C with unit demands holds:
(3.4.5)
Since (ur*+fy*+p»*) is at most the optimal value of JIS with unit demands,
the theorem follows.
Assume that the rows of the grid are sorted so that: 1 > ** > *J > ... >
j * > U. Further, suppose there are 4 z'*-values equal 1, i.e., i f — ...<^ — 1,
Prom the design of the algorithm we know that:
' * * min (u** + vy* + p ^ ) < min (IM*+Wf'
'•«" (3.4.6)
where ($»,#»,*>), Vj € {0, . . . ,m} , is the candidate solution number j con-
structed by the algorithm applied to X.
Claim i. For any j € {g, . . . ,m) : * •  ..-,.,..„,.•-
Let us prove it. Take some > 6 {9, ...,n»} and consider (f^,^,»'). By con-
struction:
- 3 - 1 , V r < j , . . . " , . . .
-2> = 0 , Vr> j + 1,
- (j/V^) is <"> optimal solution to the reduced problem JIS(^).
Ctoim ;.J. u^ = XT=i "r^ r = Ei=i «r- Obvious.
C/atm /.g.
To prove that, we establish that the fractional solution
where we set «J^ .^, = 0, is feasible to the LP relaxation of JIS(^). Then
Proposition 3.2.1 implies that the value of (j^, »*) is less than or equal to the
value of solution (3.4.7), i.e, the statement of Claim 1.2.
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Let IN establish the feasibility of (3.4.7) to JIS(2>). Consider any interval i,
i € {l , . . . ,n}, and show that the following constraint is satisfied:
In case 2^ = 1 the inequality trivially holds. Otherwise, if zj_ = 0, from
the construction of i-* follows that p, > j + 1. The ordering of the z"-
value* implies that z[J < zj^,. Then, using this and feasibility of LP solution
(i",I/",»") the left-hand side of (3.4.8) can be rewritten and bounded as
follow«: •-
* * • • «|i,.r,|
which implies (3.4.8). Therefore constraint (3.4.8) is satisfied for any i, »' €
{l , . . . ,n | , and solution (3.4.7 ) is feasible to the LP relaxation of JIS(P).
This proven Claim 1.2 and Claim 1.
From (3.4.6) and Claim I:
^min [ X ^ « r + j ^ 5 ( t V + P « )
Using index p = j - 7 we can rewrite the right-hand side as:
(V"* (vy* + P* ) \ . i v » v » ("V +P* ) \> u, + — ^ I = min I > u, + > u, + — i7 I
Apply now Lemma 3.4.2, assuming (t>y'' + ps'») = V, *y+« = A,, Vp =
0,..., m - </ and «,+, = a,, Vr = 1,..., m - fl. Then the last expression can
be bounded from above by
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Since *i « ... = z, = 1, the last expression can be rewritten as
which establishes inequality (3.4.5).
Theorem 3.4.3. 77ie running time o/oitfont/»m STAB it O( l /LP(M
m) + mWCF(n, t + n)), iuh«rrr t/LP(n, i + n + m) u tim* needed to so/wr a
ftnear projramromj proWem tvit/i n x (t + n + m) matrix u^ £/i 0, / rntnrjr' ,
and A/CF(t, t + n) u t/ie ttm« neetied to «o/ve a minimum ro«( /low prD6Jcm
on a nettwort uniA t nod« and 1 + n aru.
Proof. The reduced problem hau to be nolved r/i tune«, and the Nolution of
it conto O(A/CF(n, t + n)) time (gee Lemma 3.2.2). D
Corollary 3.4.4. -4/jorvt/im STAB u a jfj * 1.582- approximation aJ<^ >-
ritnm /or J /5 witn unit demand^.
Integrality gap factor. We show that the integrality gap factor of the
straightforward ILP formulation of JIS with unit demand» (3.4.1 )-(3.4.3) can
be arbitrary close to e/(e - 1). This makes any other LP-rounding algorithm
using the same ILP formulation unlikely to have a performance guarantee
better than e/(e - 1).
Theorem 3.4.5. 77>ere exists a /amtiy o/ irwtarvceA (2m}m*N »/ ^^5 unt/i
unit demand.?, «ucA tAat t/ie optima/ t>aiue o/ J/5 on Z„i tends to e/(e — 1)
times t/te optimai vaiue o/ t/ie Z.P re/axadon o/ (',V.^ ./j-('.V.^ .5^ as rn tends to
oo.
Proof. For each m 6 N we describe an instance 2m as follows. The grid
has m rows and t = m! columns. There are r intervals on row r numbered
'In view of the result of Tardos [48] this time only depends on the dimennionn of
the constraint matrix and does not depend on the input size of the right-hand side and
objective vectors.
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ri, ...,r,. For an interval r^  we have: p,, = r, ^ = ^(> - 1 ) +1 and ry, = •*,;.
So, the intervals placed on row r do not overlap with each other and each of
them inUrnertH exactly ^ columns of the grid (see Figure 3.4). All column,
row and interval weights are unit. The total number of intervals in the
instance is n = 1 + 2 + ... + m.
Figure 3.4: Instance I».
We claim, that the following solution is optimal to the LP relaxation of
(34.1)- (3.4.3) for2«:
(3.4.9)
a, = 0, Vi = l,...,n.
Here P = P(m) is the number, satisfying:
I + _ ! _ + ... + _i_<iand I + JL- + ...+ + > i .
m m - 1 P + l - m m - 1 P + l P ~
It is easy to verify, that the value of this solution is:
y, «) = £ y,+ £ z,+ £ «< = m - P ( p ^ + p - ^ 2 + . . + - )
c l r l i l
First, we show that it is a feasible LP solution. Take any interval fj and show
that the constraint «^ + 53««|j, r, ] Ve + «r, > 1 is satisfied. Substituting the
values of the variables and noticing that the z-value* in our solution ran b*
expressed an: z, = mai(l - £,O),Vr » I m, we establish the validity of
the constraint:
m o x ( l - - , 0 ) + V ) - ^ ( l 0 ) + ^
Now let us prove optimality of the LP solution (3.4.9) by presenting a feiuibl«
dual solution to the LP relaxation of (3.4.1)- (3.4.3) which has the saint" value.
Below is given the dual problem:
Maximize
subject to £ ^ „ X i < l Vr = l,..,ro
Consider the following dual solution: -t
f 1/r,
[ 0
ifr-P + 1 m,
i fr-P, (34.11)
otherwise.
In words, we amign 1/r to the dual variables rorreM|H>iulinK to the interval!« on
rowr = P+l , . . . ,m, 1 - ( ^ + ^ y + ••• + j>Vr) *° '"* variables corresponding
to the intervals from row r = P, and 0 to all the other variables.
It is easy to verify that this solution is feasible to the problem (3.4.10)
and that its value
is equal to the value of (3.4.9), which proves the optimality of the latter to
the LP relaxation of (3.4.1)- (3.4.3).
Denote the optimal LP value for Z ,^ by LP(Z^). We know that
Denote by OPT(Z) the optimum value of JIS with unit demands for X. Let
us show that OPT(Z„) = m.
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We use the mathematical induction. It is clear that OPT(Ji) = 1, since
exactly one element (column, row or interval) is needed to stab the only
interval present in the instance J | . Assume now that it is proven, that
OPT(Zn-i) - m - 1. Consider an instance Z„. It is easy to see that
OPT(Z„) < m (assign, for example, multiplicity 1 to each row). Let us
now HHOW that it also holds that OPT(2^,) > m. Take an optimal solution
to JIS with unit demands on Z„, (z,y,«), and consider the following two
cases. First, assume z„ = 0. This implies that we have to stab all the m
non-overlapping intervals lying on row m with columns or intervals, which
would require exactly m elements and therefore, OPT(Zm) > m.
Second, assume z„ = 1. In this case all the intervals lying on row m are
KUIMMH! by the row. Oliserve that the intervals, that are not yet stabbed,
conHtitute essentially the instance Z^-| . Prom the induction hypothesis we
know, thnt one has to select at least m - 1 elements to stab all the intervals
in Z«_,, and therefore O/*T(Z™) > 1 + m - 1 = m.
So, we have shown that OPT(Z„) < m has to be true together with
OPT(2„) > m, which implies OPT(Z«) = m.
Let us estimate the ratio
OPT(I^) m
I P « » ) m
Recall the definition of P. Lemma 3.5.2, given in the appendix to this chap-
ter, states that
•im =T;—TTi—
which establishes the result of the theorem.
3.5 Appendix
Lemma 3.4.2 Suppose we are JIDCTI numfcers 1 > Ai > Aj > ... > A„ > 0
arwi A„+i = 0. /^irtAer, jiuen are poaidve numbers ai.aj, ...,a„ and K.
TTien tue /»awe:
i=o i»
nProof. Let us first denote: C = £7»! «vA, + )', and introduce a set « :
m+1
tf - {<$ € R ~ " | 0 < 6, < 1, Vr - l,...,
r-l
The proof is structured an follows. Pirat, we argue that the left-hand side of
(3.5.1) is bounded from above as follows:
min (5Z«r + i — T — ) < ««P "»in (H°» + l—I—)
(3.5.3)
Then we establish the lemma by showing that
sup min (£<», + -—j—) < -^-rC. (3.8.4)
It is easy to see that (3.5.3) follows from the observation that the vector
A = (Ai,..., A«,, A„+i) belongs to //. Indeed, the nupremuni value of mm«
function of <5 over all (5 € // is at leant as large as the value of thin function
for any specific i € //, in particular for <$ • A.
Let us establish (3.5.4). Denote:
We have to show that
min
i = 0 m
sup Af(<5)< - ^ - C . (3.5.5)
Let us for each 9 6 R introduce an auxiliary vector (5(</) €
= /
0, otherwise.
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We prove now a sequence of claims.
Oaim /. For each 4 > K, A/(%)) = ?, i.e.,
)
>
min (Y" a, + ;
Indeed, for all j such that 9 - 52r=! *r > >^ ^ e construction of 6(9) implies
that 53J-1"' + , _ L = fl, for all the other j € { l , . . . ,m + 1}, we have
f > 9 - V and <5j(<7) = 0, which implies that £ ^ ! Or + 73^5 -
~| a, + V > 7. Moreover, since q > V, there exists at list one j , namely
j «• 1, such that the expression under the minimum in equal to 9. This
implini Claim 1.
Claim g. rf € // implies A/(<5) > V.
Holds by the definition of A/(<5), provided that <5 G / / implies 0 < ^ <
1. Vj € {1 m + 1}.
e / / implies M(<5)
Follow« from Claim 1 and 2.
CTaitn^, <$ € // implies <5(A/(<5)) € //.
Tl«. ».nHUlnn 0 < ^ / M « ) ) < 1 Vj 6 (1 m + 1} is satisfied by the
construction of tf(A/(<5)) for all A/(<5). The claim will be proven if we show
that £r=i a,<J,(A/(<S)) < C-V. Observe that <5,(A/(<S)) < rf>, Vj € {l,...,m +
1} implies £ ) |1 , o,Är(M((5)) < J^^L, a,(J, < C - V, where the last inequality
holds since «5 € //. So, let us show that <5j(A/((5)) < i^, Vj e {l,...,m + 1}.
Take any j € {l,...,m + 1}, such that A/(c5) - ^ i j o, > V. Then the
inequality
is implied by an equivalent inequality
r = l
whirh holds by the definition of Af ((5). For all the remaining j € {1, . . . ,m+l},
<5j(A/(<5)) < (5j holds automatically, since <5j(A/(<5)) = 0, while <5j > 0.
Prom Claim 3,
sup A/(c5) = sup
Claims 2 and 4 imply that:
•up M(i(W(i)))< Mp A/(i(A/(d))),
i
since the domain set of the second supremum in larger. Denote A/(rf) by
then the latter supremum can be represented and bounded from above »N
«up A/(<S(,)) < sup A/(($(,)).
« : 4 = A/(<5) for some i, , ; rf(,)} € // ,« ^ V
Now Claim 1 implies
sup » S «up «•
Cloim 6. »up^jg^ A/(i) < ^ C .
From Claim 5:
8Up A/((5) < 8Up
(5GW ,
The claim will be established if we show that the latter fnipretnum is bounded
from above by ^rfC, or, equivalently, that 6(9) e W implies 4 < j£yC
Recall the definition of <£(g) (3.5.6). Denote:
Then the definition of <5(g) can be rewritten as follows: Vj € {1,..., m + 1}
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Figure 3.5: The Hhaded area equals J^ili '•»•(^  — - T - ' - ' — )
We know that <5(<f) € W impliea:
Using the new definition of <5(<7), rewrite the above sum as:
m J* i*
^ £ £ ^ < C - K (3.5.8)
Consider
Observe that this sum is equal to the shaded area depicted in Figure 3.5,
where the curve is the graph of function / ( i ) = 1 - K/(q - x). Clearly this
area is larger than the area under the curve, which can be found as an integral
of /(*) on the interval [0, fl - V], thus
- (x + Kln(« - i ) ) ^ •= fl - V + VlnK - Vln«.
Using this we obtain from (3.5.8):
v - K + rinv - y in« < c - y,
or, equivalently,
Dividing both the sides by >' and using lnq - In V » lny/V, we obUin:
Using Lemma 3.5.1, we have:
!<_£_£
V " e - l V "
or, equivalenUy,
So, ;fjC is an upper bound on 9 given that <S(f) € W. Thk prove* Claim 6
and establishes the lemma.
a
Lemma 3.5.1. For any a > Ü and /J, a - Ina < 0 implte« a < ^r/).
Proof. Our task is to show that, whenever /? satisfies /3 > a - In a, it also
satisfies ^ > ^ o . For that it is enough to show that a - In a > *=*a for all
a > 0, or, equivalently, >^(a) = ^a - In n > 0, Va > 0.
Consider function #(a). It is continuous on (0, +oo). Using the elemen-
tary calculus we know that it achieves its minimum at the point a = e. Since
the 0(e) = 0, we conclude that it is at least equal to 0 in any point in the
interval (0, +oo), which proves the lemma.
D
Lemma 3.5.2. Let P(m) e N 6e de/inaf as
7Tien,
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Hm
Proof. Let ua first find lim«,-«» P(m)/m. Observe that the following in-
equalities hold:
+ ! + |
m m-1 P(m) + l - y ^ , x P(m) + 1'
1 x * -i. * «. /"" 1 J _ i m
m * m - 1 * "* * PM " y^,_, x ** " " P H - r
(the equalities follow from £ 1/x dz = In6/o.) Then (3.5.9) and (3.5.10)
Imply
^ ' " P R ? T - ^'"plmTTT-
From this we have:
Dividing by m:
e m ~ e
Now we see, that liiTU-,00 P(m)/m = l/e.
Let us now find lim„_,oo ( i + s^T + - + pf^+T)• ^°™ (3-5.9) and (3.5.10)
we have:
J L I L iP(m) - m m - 1 P(m) + 1 ~
Since we already know that lim„_,oo ^(">) = oo, we have:
m-.w*m m - 1 •" P(m) + 1
Now consider:
m 1
Using lim^« * ? - ! / * «* « » — <± + =^ + - +
which esUblishes the lemnuu

Chapter 4
Approximation and complexity
of JIS*.
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we consider a special case of the job interval «tabbing problem.
In thus special rase the number of interval sharing a row i« rmlricted to be
at intwt H given integer it Also, all the weight« and demand« are unit. We
refer to this problem a» JIS*.
This chapter extends the results presented in Kovaleva & Spieksma (38]
and [39]. In Section 4.2 we show that algorithm 5T/lß described in Section
3.4 provides an approximation ratio of , |, j , ^ ^ for JIS*. In Section 4.3
we prove that JIS? is MAX SNP-hard, which implies that no polynomial
approximation scheme (PTAS) can exist for JISj unless P = AfP. This result
strengthens the result of Hassin and Megiddo [31], who establish NP-hardness
of JIS2- It extends to JIS, JIS with unit demands, JIS with unit capacities,
considered in the previous chapters, and JIS*, A: > 2, since all these problems
contain JISj as a special case.
Preliminaries. Let us give a more formal definition of JIS*: given i« a grid
consisting oft ro/umns and m rows. Tbe columns are numbered consecuti veiy
from left to right. Further, a set of intervals / is given: / = {1,2,..., n}. The
intervals are placed arbitrarily on the rows of the grid with the restriction
that at most it intervals can be placed on one row. An interval 1 is specified
by (li,Ti,ft), where L,,r, are the numbers of the left- and the right-most
columns stabbing interval 1 and ft is the number of its row. We assume that
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the intervsb are ordered according to nondecreasing rv The tasJt is to find
a minimum cardinality ouhaet ofcoJumns and rows so that each intervai is
»tabbed by at /ea»t one me/ected column or row.
4.2 Algorithm ST4B for JIS*
A« umial, we write down a natural ILP formulation of JIS» (here the solution
it described by the decision variable« z 6 Z™ and y € Z'):
Minimize £ j _ , y, + ££ , , ^ (4.2.1)
•ubject to z„ + £«*|i,,,,| W« > 1 Vi = 1,.., n (4.2.2)
z, ,V,6Z+ Vr.c. (4.2.3)
Replacing the integrality constraint« (4.2.3) by nonnegativity constraints
*r > 0,i/e > 0, Vr,e, yield» the LP relaxation.
We write: I t - £ 7 „ «,, ly = J ^ , , y,.
Figure 4.1 ahows algorithm S7MB in the version adapted to JIS». Recall,
that «,*• € Z", J,y* € Z' and V € R u + o o .
1. solve the LP relaxation of (4.2.1)-
obtain an optimal LP solution y'*, z**;
2. number the rows of the grid so that zj* > z j > ... > zjj;
3. V +- oo;
4. for j — 0 to m
for i = 1 to j z<«- 1,
for t = j + 1 to m ij «- 0,
solve JIS(z), obtain y;
if t;oiue(z, y) < V, then V •- wdue(*, y), z* +- J, y*
5. return y*, z*
Figure 4.1: Algorithm
Theorem 4.2.1. for any tfutance <>/.//$> (Ac «otaum reternnJ by oijonMm
STAB dVjrniej a /eanMe «ofahon w»X/i a twine o/ at mail t_«j
lAe optimum.
Jfemari 4.2.1. Notice that this result improve« the approximation ratio of
e / ( e - l ) w 1.583 given in Theorem 3.4.1. For instance, for!; » 2, t_»j |
1.333. However, ,_^j,y^ tend» to e/(e - 1) as fc increases.
The proof of the theorem is baaed on the following lemma, proven in the
appendix of this chapter.
Lemma 4.2.2. Given are real numier» 1 > A, > Aj > ... > A», £ 0, •
rcai number V, and an nUeyer Jt > 2. Then it
, (4.2.4)
OPT(Qj(A, V,t)) if tAe optimal wiiue o/ <Ac /o/k>ttnr»j optimuadon
to v, •»-... + x»
0 < XF < *(1 - ^r), V r - 1 m
0 < X r < * , Vr = m + l,...,oo
(4.2.5)
Proof.(of the Theorem) Consider any instance I of JIS», and let (z", y")
and (z*,i/*) be respectively an optimal LP solution and the solution returned
by the algorithm for Z. Obviously, (z'.y*) is feasible to the ILP forinulHtion
of JIS*. To establish the approximation ratio we show that the following
inequality holds:
1*' + I»' < i _ (i 1 yq» (1** + ly*)- (4.2.6)
Since JIS* is a minimization problem, (lz'" + lj/*) is at most the optimal
value of JIS* for Z and hence the theorem follows.
Suppose 1 > rj* > « ? > . . . > «J» > 0. Farther, suppose that the first / **-
values equal 1 (J > 0), i.e., z',' = ... = z," = 1, 1 > z£, > «? > ... > z^ > 0.
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Let (**.f^) be the candidate solution number j constructed by the algorithm
for X (j € {(),...,m}). From the design of the algorithm we know that
the value of the returned solution is the minimum among the values of the
candidate solutions:
1*' + ly* = min (1J* + ltf>) < min (If* + Iff*), (4.2.7)
>€(0..,m) je(l..,m)
In the main part of the proof we establish that
,(zMyMfc)), V j € { / m}, (4.2.8)
when OPT(Qj(A, V, fc)) is the optimum value of the optimization problem
(4.2.5). Then (4.2.7) implies
i r + 10* < ^ min^Ü + OPTftW**. l y \ fc))).
Using a new index p = j - ( we can rewrite the right-hand side as:
min (/ + p + OPT(Q,+,(z\ly*,*))) =
»-0 nt-l
- min (p + OPT(Q,^(z*,ly\ *))) + /. (4.2.10)
p-0 IK-/
Now apply Lemma 4.2.2, assuming ly* = V, «£.,. = A,, Vr = 1, . . ,m- / , and
noticing that OPT(g,+,(z", ly",Jt)) = OPT(g,(A,K,fc)) Vp = l,..,m - 1.
Then we can bound (4.2.10) from above by
Since z[* = ... = z)' = 1, the last expression equals to
which establishes inequality (4.2.6) and hence the whole theorem.
To establish (4.2.8) we prove 3 claims. Claim 1 validates an assumption,
used later in the arguments. Claim 2 shows that lz-* = j , Claim 3 proves
that lyJ < OPT(g,(z", ly\fc)) . This implies (4.2.8).
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Cloiro /. We can assume that the optimal LP solution (z*,y'*) satisfies the
constraints (4.2.2) at equality, i.e. «Jj + £e*|i,,r,| V? = 1, Vi - 1 n.
If it is not true, we show that it is passible to modify I into a new instance
I*, with an optimal LP solution (j'.y'), satisfying the constraints (4.2.2) at
equality, so that if we prove (4.2.6) for Z*, this implies that (4.2.6) holds for
I .
We construct Z* as follows: let /V be a common denominator of the vnlura
*r.-.*£,v!'. .¥,*• Then z* = 0,^,1/* = 6,£, a,,6, € Z.Vr.r. Heplao« each
column r in 7 by 6, copies of it with numbers fi <v These are the columiiN
of the new 2*. The set of rows is the same as in 7. Take now any intervnl i,
such that zjj + J3<t(i, r,l "<•' * '• **"' "horU*n it so that it IHTOIIIPN NtablH<d by
exactly (1 - z£)N new columns. This complete« the modification of I into
r (see Figure 4.2).
in
iti
Figure 4.2: Example of an instance T (left) and a new instance I* (right).
Oftaervation j . Any feasible LP solution (z', j/') for Z* can be transformed into
a feasible LP solution (2, y) for I of the same value, as: z = 2', y,. = $2)'_| y^.
O6aen>q*ion 2. The value of an optimal LP solution for I* is greater or equal
to the value of an optimal LP solution for I . (Follows from Observation 1.)
O63en>qt»on 3. For any z 6 Z™, any feasible solution y' to the reduced prob-
lem JIS(z) for I* can be transformed into a feasible solution y of JIS(z) for I ,
which has the same value, using the same transformation as in Observation
1. Notice that the both solutions are integral.
For any z € Z™, the value of an optimal solution to the
reduced problem JIS(z) for Z* is greater or equal to the value of an optimal
solution of JIS(z) for Z. (Follows from Observation 3.)
Consider now a solution for Z* (z',y*), where z' = z'*, y^ = ^, Vci,..,c^., Vc =
Observation 5. The value of (z*,y') is equal to the value of (z'',y'").
Q6jert)ofion g. (z*, y*) is an optimal LP solution for Z". Indeed, from the
construction of Z* follows that this is a feasible LP solution for Z*. Since
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(«*, v*) is an optimal LP solution for T, from observations 2 and 5 obtain
that it is optimal.
O6«ermfion 7. Algorithm STAB applied to 7 \ given an optimal LP solution
(z'.y'). returns a solution (z*',y*') with a value larger or equal to the value
of solution {«', y*) returned for J, provided the optimal LP solution (z*, ]/*').
Thin follows from the construction of the algorithms, the construction of so-
lution (z', |/) and Observation 4. Notice the value of each candidate solution
produced by the algorithm for I* is greater or equal to the value of each
candidate solution produced by the algorithm for 7.
Thus, we have that the value of (-J'.V') is equal to the value of (z**,y**)
and the value of (**', y*') is greater or equal to the value of (z*, ]/*)• Therefore,
inequality (4.2.6) for the original instance I is implied by inequality (4.2.6)
for 7' as follows:
< > ' + " >
Therefore it is enough to establish (4.2.6) for instance 7* and the optimal
LI' solution (z'.y')i which satisfies the constraint« (4.2.2) at equality. This
prove« Claim 1.
Consider the candidate solution (P, p>), for some j € {',..., m}. By construc-
tion:
- ^ = 1, V r < j ,
- ^ = 0 , Vr>> + 1,
- y' is an optimal solution to the reduced problem JIS(^).
Claim £ lz> = £ ^ , z, = j . (Obvious.)
Clown 5. lj?> < OPT(Qj(z", Iy",Jk)).
To show this we introduce a solution y>, and show that it is feasible to the
LP relaxation of formulation (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) of the reduced problem JIS(z->)
(Claim 3.1), and that ly> < OPT(Q;(z»,ly»,ik)) (Claim 3.2). Then, by
Proportion 3.2.1, l j^ < ly> < OPT(Q,(z", ly",fc)).
Before we introduce the solution y*, let us partition the columns of the grid
into m subsets S|,Sj,...,S„, where S, C {1,.. . , '}. Vr = 1,...,">, in the
following way:
Sr= U U.nl. (4.2.11)
i.e., S, i» the set of columns subbing intervals in row r. Now let us doicribe
the construction of y* (j € {/,..., m}):
otherwise
Claim y* is feasible to the LP relaxation of the formulation (3.2.1)-
(3.2.3) of JIS(*>).
To prow that, for any interval i we show that the following inequality holds:
VlW>l-*J,. (4.2.12)
Indeed, if i^ = 1, the inequality holds automatically. Otherwise, if t^ » 0,
from the construction of t^  we know that /* > j + 1. Consider C|j„,,|KJ.
Take any c € [/,,r,]. Recall that [^,r,] C S*, and therefore, c € S*. Sine«
p, > j + 1, we know that
- either c € S*\(Sj+i U Sj+» U ... U S*_i) ,
-or c e ( S J + I U S , + J U . . . U S „ - I ) .
From the construction of y* it is clear, that in the Brut case y^  = y^'/(l — zjj),
and in the second case, y£ equals yj.* multiplied by the coefficient 1/(1 - zj.*)
for some r = j + l,...,Pi - 1. Due to the ordering of the z''-values, this
coefficient is at least as large as 1/(1 - z£). Thus, for any c e [lj, r<], WP have
Vi! > vi'/(l - J^j)- Using this, and remembering that (z'*,l/'*) is feasible to
the LP relaxation of (4.2.1)-(4.2.3), i.e., satisfies z£ + Z)ee[i,,r,| vi' > 1, we
have for any t = 1,..., n:
» ^ j 1 \ \ ,
This proves Claim 3.1.
C/qim J.g. ly» < OPT(Qj(z", ly", Jfc)).
Firstly, for any subset of columns 5 C {1, . . . , t} , denote:
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From the construction of tP:
+K({1 r}\(S,+, U S,+, U ... U S,)).
(4.2.13)
Consider the optimization problem Q,(z", 1 !/*,*) (see (4.2.5)):
Majdmiae ( T ^ X i + i + T T ^ X i « + - + 7^5*» + £ ^ » + i X»)
•ubJKt to xi + ... + X- + C U + , Xr < ly* (4.2.14)
0 < X, < *(1 - *?). V r = l m (4.2.15)
0 < X r < * , Vr = m + 1 CX5 (4.2.16)
To prow Claim 3.2, for any j € {/,..., m} we expose a feasible solution to
Q>(*'', ly'',it), whotte value is equal to 1]^. Consider the following assign-
ment:
r=m+l
(The value of V({1,..., t}\(S^+i U S^+j U ... U 5„) is distributed arbitrarily
among the variables Xn r > m+1, so that the constraint (4.2.16) is satisfied.)
From (4.2.13), the value of this assignment is equal to I}/'. Let us show that
this assignment is feasible to Q,(z, ly, it). First, constraint (4.2.16) is satisfied
by construction. Second, constraint (4.2.14) holds since
... U S„_,))+
, u...
Third, let us show, that constraint (4.2.15) holds too. Using the definition
of sets 5, (4.2.11), our assumption in Claim 1 and the fact that there are at
most <fc intervals per row in I , we obtain, that, for each r = j + l,..., m:
U S*, U... U Sr-l)) < >'(&) «
We can conclude that the exposed assignment is feasible to (/,(**, ly*, fc),
which implies that it« value ly* in up|>er bounded by O/T(Q,(r'', ly"», fc)).
This proves Claim 3.2, subsequently, Claim 3, and hence the whole theorem.
O
Recall, that algorithm S7Mß is a polynomial algorithm (see Theorem 3.4.3).
Corollary 4.2.3. M/yontAm STAB u a | /| 'i^u - approziinatitm alyontfim
/orJ/5».
Aemar* 4.2.2. Observe that J1S«, = JIS with unit weight« and
limt-.3o |_/|J|UU = ;f|. Therefore Theorem 4.2.1 implie« Theorem 3.4.1 of
Chapter 3 for all instance« of JIS with unit weight«. We nlm> note that the
proof of Theorem 4.2.1 does not allow a straightforward generalization to the
weighted version of JIS».
Integrality gap factor. Here we give a lower bound on the integrality gap
factor of the ILP formulation of JIS* (4.2.1)-(4.2.3) for endi A: € N.
Recall, that the integrality gap factor p* of the ILP formulation of JIS*
is the Hupremum ratio between the optimum value» of the ILP formulation
OPT(I) and of its LP relaxation OPT(J) over all instances I , i.e.,
OPT(I)
Pt = «UP
Lemma 4.2.4. For eac/i fc € N, tAe iniegraitty <?ap /actor pt o/ t/ie //,/'
/ormuiation ^.«.l^-^.«.^ o/J/5* aatu/iw:
uViere P(fc) is the number, auc/i
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Proof. We claim that for any fc G N
" - f c - p ( * ) ( l + j l j + ....
where P(Jt) is the number satisfying (4.2.18). Indeed, consider the family of
instances {Zm}mtN described in the proof of Theorem 3.4.5 and observe that
for each A: € N, I» is in fact an instance of the problem JIS*, since it has
at most Jb intervals per row and all the numerical parameters of it (weights
and rapacities) are unit. In that proof is shown that the ratio between the
optimum value of JIS4 for I» (OPT(I»)) and the value its optimum LP
solution (LP(X*)) is
OPT(r») it
which proves our claim.
On the other hand, inequality 4.2.6, established in the proof of Theorem
4.2.1, implies that for each Jfc, p» < |_/|Jw
Observe, that the values of both bounds in (4.2.17) are 4/3 for it = 2.
Also if * -» oo, both values tend to r/(e - 1) (see Lemma 3.5.2). Figure 4.3
shown the lower and upper bounds on p» for different it € {2, ...,50}.
Figure 4.3: An illustration of the lower and upper bounds on the integrality
gap factor p» for some Jb € {2, ...,50}.
We conclude, that the approximation ratio provided by algorithm S7MS
for JIS* is unlikely to be improved by any other LP-rounding algorithms
based on formulation (4.2.1)-(4.2.3) for A; = 2, and can admit only a slight
improvement for it > 2 with a value that tends to 0 when it -» oo.
n4.3 A Non-Approximability Result
In thus section wp prove that JISj IN hard to approximate arbitrarily closely
in polynomial time (unless P = A'P). Wp assume faniiliarity with some of
the issue* in approximation and complexity, see for instance AuateUo el aL
[6] or Papadinutriou [41]. v
Preliminaries. Let us first shortly describe some of the concept« we need.
• AD L-redurtion. Given two combinatorial optimization problems .1 and
6, where ,4 is n maximization and B is a minimization problem. AD
L-reduction from .4 to B U> a pair of functions A and 5 such that:
(a)/? and 5 are computable in polynomial time,
(b) for any instance I of .4 with optimum vnlue OPT(I), Ä(I) U an
instance of 5 with optimal value OPT(A(J)), such that
for some positive constant o;
(c) for any feasible solution a of Ä(Z), S(») is a feasible solution of X
such that
for some positive constant /?, where c(S(»)) and r(n) denote the value*
of solution S(«) and «, renpertively.
An L-reduction is an approximation preserving reduction, that is, If
problem ß can be approximated within 1 — f then problem .4 can be
approximated within 1 — a/?e (assuming that there is an L-reduction
from A to fl).
• The class MAX SNP is a class that contains optimization problems
that are approximated in polynomial time within a constant factor.
• The problem A/oitmum Bounded 5-5ot«/ia6i/iti/(MAX 3-SAT-3):
/nput: A set of Boolean variables JV = {ii,X2, ...,!„} and a set C =
{Ci,Cj,...,Cr} of clauses over A'. Each clause Cj(j = l,...,r) consists
of at most three literals and each variable 1,(1 = 1, ...,n) occurs at most
three times in C (either as literal ij or as literal x j .
Goal: Find a truth assignment for the variables such that the number
of satisfied clauses in C is maximum.
Measure: The number of satisfied clauses in C
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The following result is proven in [41] (see also [6]): „•.; / ';- ?
Lemma 4.3.1. AZ/IA" 5-S/ir-J u AM* SW-/»ard.
Arora et al. (5] proved the following result:
Lemma 4.S.2. / / tfiere u a / T ^ S / o r «om« AM* SW-/iard proftiem, tAen
We now have sketched the tools that enable us to prove that JIS? has no
PTAS (unless T> = A/'P): this can be done by exhibiting an L-reduction from
MAX 3-SAT-3 and using the above Lemma».
Theorem 4.3.3. J/Sj doe« no« Aat* a P7MS tmies« 7>
Proof. We prove the theorem by presenting an L-reduction ((41]) from
MAX 3-SAT-3 to JISj (see Introduction to this chapter). The result in [5]
then establishes the theorem.
Take any instance of MAX 3-SAT-3, let C = {Ci .Cj , . . . ,C,} be a set
consisting of r disjunctive clauses, each containing at most 3 literals. Let
Xt.i j , . . . , J „ denote the variable» in the r clauses and, for each i = 1, . . . ,n,
let m(t) denote the number of occurrences of variable x, (either as literal x<
or as literal t<). Arbitrarily index the occurrences of variable ij as occurrence
1,2,..., m(i). Notice that without loss of generality we can assume that each
variable occurs at least twice in C, thus we have 2 < m(t) < 3 for all i and
that X^m(«) < 3r. Moreover, we will also assume (again wlog) that each
variable occurs at least once unnegated and at least once negated in C
We now construct an instance of JISj. Recall that JIS has a graph-
theoretical interpretation. Then JISj, as a special case of JIS, can be for-
mulated in a graph-theoretic context as follows. Construct a graph in which
there is a node for each interval and two nodes are connected if they share a
column (blue edge), or if they share a row (red edge). Thus, the graph con-
structed is the edge union of an interval graph and a matching. Notice that
a monochromatic maximal clique in such a graph corresponds to a row or a
column in JIS]. In fact, finding a monochromatic clique cover of minimum
size is exactly JISj.
So, let us construct an instance of JISj as a graph G = (V, £) which
is the edge union of an interval graph and a matching. Let / denote an
instance of MAX 3-SAT-3 and Ä(/) the corresponding instance of JISj with
corresponding optimal values OPT(7) and OPT(Ä(/)).
For each variable x, in / , i = l , . . . , n , we have a subgraph Wl< •
(VI,. £1,) in Ä(/), where VI, = {t,„| > = 0 5} and El, = {{.•„. i ^ * , } | > .
0 , . . . , 5} (indices modulo 6). So for each variable x, in / we have a cycle
consisting of 6 nodes in /?(/). We refer to the edges {f«,t'ii}, {t'a.t'a} «nd
{tV,,t>,s} as T edges, and to the edge» {t>,i.va}. { i j . fn} and {ivi.v*} as F
edges. Thus the cycle consists of alternating 7 and F edges (see Figure 4.4.)
Figure 4.4: The subgraph HI«.
- . - • * £ • *
M
v v v v v
**>W V V V V V V V *
Figure 4.5: The subgraph H2, when |C,| = 3 (upper figure), when |Cj| = 2
(middle figure: Pu) and when |C |^ = 1 (lower figure: P17).
For each clause Cy in / , j = I , . . . , r, we have a subgraph W2y = (V2y,
in A(7) depending on the cardinality of Cy, as depicted in Figure 4.5.
When no ambiguity is likely to occur, we refer to the nodes plj, p2y and
p3j as p-nodes. Notice that each of the subgraphs in Figure 4.5 has the
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property that a clique cover of its vertices has cardinality at least 9, whereas
if 1, 2 or even 3 p-nodes need not be covered, one needs at least 8 cliques.
To connect the Rubgraphs introduced so far in /?(/), consider some clause
Cj, and consider the first variable occurring in this clause C,, say i,. Let
this be the g-th occurrence of this variable z< in C, f € {1,. . . .m(i)}. If the
variable i , occurs as literal I, add the edges {plj.ftj«-]} «nd {p l j .u .^ i }
to A". (The node pi, will then be referred to as a true p-node). If the variable
x< occur« as literal i , add the edges {pi,, fi,3,-i} and {plj, UJJ,} to £ . (The
node plj will then be referred to as a false p-node). Consider now the second
(third) variable occurring in Cj, say i<, and let this be the q-th occurrence of
this variable jj in C, q e { 1 , . . . , m(/)}. If the variable z; occurs as literal z<
add the edges {p2,, V,,J,_J} and {p2,,i;,,a,_,} ({p3j,U|^.j} and {p3j,t>,,j,_,})
to £.'. If the variable i< occurs as literal z< add the edges {p2j, f|,a,_i} and
{p2j,i»ij,} ({p3y, i»/j,_i} and {p3,,U|,j,}) to £. Thi.s i.s done for all clauses
Cj, j = 1,.. . ,r. See Figure 4.6 for a graphic representation of the way in
which the subgraphs HI, are connected to the p-node» of subgraphs H2j.
p-node
(Mtcond
occurrence)
p-node
p-node
p-node
p-node
Figure 4.6: The subgraph Hlj and its connections when m(i) = 2 (upper
figure, 2 possibilities) and when m(t) = 3 (lower figure).
Now the graph £7 = (V, E) is completely specified.
We now exhibit a matching A/ in G. A/ consists of two parts: edges in
U,W1, and edges in U|//2^. For the first part we take the edges that are
marked with an 'M' in Figure 4.6, for the second part we take the edges that
are marked with an 'M' in Figure 4.5.
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Obviously, A/ is indeed a matching. Abo, one ran verify that the remain-
tug edges in G form an interval graph (notice that each H2, disconnects).
In the remaining part of the proof, with the won! "clique cover" a monochro-
matic clique cover is meant, that is a clique cover with the edges of each clique
having the same color.
In order to show that this reduction is an L-reduction, consider the fol-
lowing. Observe that r = OP7*(/) > Jr. (Indeed, by considering the assign-
ment: all variables true, and: all variables false, it follows that each clause in
true in at least one of both assignments). We have:
OPT(Ä(/)) < 3n + 9r - ?r + 9r < 27v - 27 • OPT(/).
The first inequality follows from the fact that 3 cliques can be selected from
each Wl,, i = 1, . . . , n to cover it« nodes, and 9 cliques can be »elected from
each subgraph W2j, j = l , . . . , r to cover its nodes. Since r» < jr, the
inequality follows.
Consider now an arbitrary solution to Ä(/), that is any (monochromatic)
clique cover « in G with size r(s). We will map this solution x using an
intermediate solution s' to a solution of MAX 3-SAT-3, called .S'(A). TO do
this we need the following definition. A clique cover * in G is called rnruixirni
iff for each i = 1 n, the following property holds: either the nodes from
VI, are in cliques lhat contain only 7" edges and «re maximal, or the node«
from VI, are in cliques that contain only F edges and are maximal.
Now we state a procedure which takes as input, a clique cover A. The
output of the procedure is a consistent clique cover called s' with the property
that c(s') < c(s).
Procedure
Consider s. For i = 1 , . . . , n, consider Vlj. If Vlj fails the property because
a clique in a is not maximal, this is easily fixed by enlarging one or more
cliques by adding the appropriate p-node (and perhaps adjusting the clique
cover in an obvious manner). If it fails the property because it has a T edge
as well as an F edge from Wl, in a clique we do the following. Notice that
in this case at least 4 cliques are used for the nodes in A/1,. Consider the
p-nodes that are contained in cliques used to cover nodes of / /I , . Now, if
among those p-nodes there are at least 2 false p-nodes take the 3 maximal
F-cliques, else take the 3 maximal T-cliques. And, if necessary, take as a
single clique the p-node not covered by these maximal T or F cliques (there
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can be at most 1, so efy) < c(»)).
End of Procedure
After applying this procedure to any clique cover « in G, a consistent solution
«* is delivered with c(s') < c(«). Since / is consistent, it is now straightfor-
ward to identify the corresponding solution 5(») in MAX 3-SAT-3: simply
set variable i,, i = l , . . . , n true if all 7*-edges in subgraph Wl, are in the
clique rover V, else set x, false. How many clauses in / are satisfied by this
truth assignment? Observe that the construction of G implies that if for
some consistent clique cover a a p-node from Home //2j is contained in a
clique that covers also nodes from some / /I , we need 8 cliques to cover / /2, .
Let there be / subgraph W2, for which at least one p-node is gone in this
way. As easy to verify, this happens if and only if / clauses in / are satisfied
by this truth assignment.
Again, let t; = O/T( / ) , let « be some feasible clique cover, and let
/. The following (in)equalities are true:
• <"(«) > <"(«') (by construction),
3n + W + 9(r - /) = 3n + 9r - / (by construction), and
• OPT(Ä(/)) < 3n + 8u + 9(r - v) = 3n + 9r - t> (consider the truth
Assignment that is optimum for /, that is, t> clauses are satisfied by this
nHNignnipnt. We can exhibit in /?(/)) a corresponding clique cover by
selecting 'T' or 'F' edges in subgraphs //l^ in accordance to the truth
assignment, and extending them to the maximal cliques by including
p-nodes if possible. This requires 3n cli(iues. Observe that after that
exactly t> subgraphs W2j have at least one of the p-nodes covered. We
need 8 cliques to cover these subgraphs W2j and 9 cliques to cover the
others. This gives a clique cover of size 3n + 8v + 9(r-v) = 3n+9r-t>).
Thus, for any clique cover s with c(5(«)) = J:
- / - ( 3 n + 9 r - «) = v - / = OPT(7) -
which finishes the proof. D
AemarJt; 4.3.1. Notice that the theorem remains true when the number of
intervals that share a column is bounded by 3.
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4.4 Appendix
Lemma 4.2.2 Given are real numbers 1 > A| > Aj > ... > A«, ^ 0, a
positive real number >' and an integer 4> > 2. Then it holds:
1 "
where OPT(Q,(A,K,fc)) is the optimal value of the following optimitation
problem Q,(A, V, Jfc):
+1 Xr <
Vr
Vr « m
V
-
+
1,
1,
...,m
...,oo
(4.4.2)
(4.4.3)
(4.4.4)
Maximiie ( i z i
subject to xi + - + X« +
0 < X r < * ( l -
0<Xr< ik .
Proof. The proof consists of two claims. In Claim 1 we show that the
left-hand side of (4.4.1) is upper bounded by the following xupreniutn:
sup G(/()) (4.4.5)
/ ( ) € tf
where
min (/(*) + fc(/(* + V ) - / ( * ) ) ) . (4.4.6)
and the class of functions / / is defined as follows:
(') ^ continuous, increasing, concave, 1
(4.4.7)
In Claim 2 we show, that this supremum is upper bounded by the right-hand
side of (4.4.1), which proves the lemma.
CVotm J.
min Ü+OPT(<WA,r ,*)) )< sup G(/(-)),
'** " /(•) e //
where ff and G(/()) are defined in (4.4.6) and (4.4.7).
To establish this, it is sufficient to exhibit a particular function /(•) € // ,
such that:
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<?(/(•))= min 0 + O " - ( 0 j ( A , y , * ) ) ) . (4-4.8)
j=*0 m
Then mipremum of G(/(-)) over all the possible /(•) E f f i i clearly larger or
equal to G(/(.)).
Before we describe the function /(•), let us define an auxiliary function F(-) :
R+. -> R+ as follow«:
If]
(4-4.9)
rm|
where we set A, - 0, Vr > m + 1 (see Figure 4.7).
Figure 4.7: Imagine a sequence of rectangles, each of unit length, put on the
abscissa axis ax shown above. The height of rectangle i is Jt(l — A,). Then
the value of F(g) is equal to the shaded area.
Observe that F ( ) is
- continuous;
- increasing, since A, < 1, and therefore (1 - A,) > 0, Vr = l,...,oo,
- convex, since the coefficients A, are non-increasing with increasing r, and
therefore the coefficients (1 — A,) non-decrease with increasing r.
- F(0) . 0;
> *(fl ~ E H i ^ r ) , V<J € R+, since F(g) can be also represented as:
and then it is easy to see that the inequality follows from the fact, that
Ö i A, + fo - W)A,,,+,)) < E " , Ar, V« 6 R+-
- F((j) is linear on each of the intervals [j,j + lj, j = 0,...,m - 1, and on
[m, +oo) (see Figure 4.8).
Figure 4.8: Function
We are now ready to preeent / ( • ) : H+ -+ R+. We defln«
(since F(-) is increasing, F~'(-) exists.)
Figure 4.9: Function /(x) .
Indeed, /(•) has the following properties:
- / ( • ) : R+ -> R .^ since F(-) : R+ - • R»;
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- /(•) ia continuous, increasing, concave, since F(-) is continuous, increasing,
convex;
. /(0) = 0, since F(0) = 0;
- /(*) < */* + Er . i A». Vz € R+, which can be obtained from
*(« " E " i A,), V, € R*. using: F(,) = r, 7 = /(*) .
This proven the claim.
( ) ) - min (j-rOPT(C?j(A,V,lfc))). (4.4.10)
j » 0 m
Consider the right-hand side of the equality, and, in particular, the prob-
lem C/,(A, V, A:) for Home j , A, V, Jb. How does an optimal solution look like?
Notice, that thin problem is rawntinlly the LP relaxation of the well known
Knapsack problem ami the coefficient!* y^s—> fT3—• •••> i-& . ••• in the ob-
jective funrtion are non-increasing. Then, obviously, when distributing the
value of >' among Xj+1. Xj+i. •••> one should awiign the largest possible values
to the earliext in this order variables. Therefore the following solution in
optimal to y , ( A , V, fc):
where p and <5 (p € Z+, 0 < (5 < 1) are chosen so that the constraint (4.4.2) is
satittfled by this solution as equality. Observe, that the value of this solution
is fcq, where 9 = p + <$. We denote this 4 by <jj(A, >', A:). Thus
), Vj = 0 m.
In the sequel for simplicity of notation we refer to ty(A, V, A:) as ?j.
Observe, that (jj, for j = 0,..., m, satisfies the following equality:
V (4.4.11)
Indeed, this follows from the definition of F(-) (4.4.9) and the condition that
(4.4.2) is satisfied as equality.
From here, ^ = F"'(V + ^ 6 ) ) - J - Denote: i j = FÜ), Vj = 0,...,m. Then,
i - F - ' ( x j ) and « - F ~ ' ( y + x , ) ) - F " ' ( x j ) . Replacing F ' ( ) by / ( . ) ,
obtain: . .. .
* = /(K + Xj)) - / (x , ) , V j - 0 m. •-••<,-.•,* ;
Using this together with j - F~'(XJ) - /(*j). *« have:
min ü+OPrW^(A,y,*)))» min
Now to establish Claim 1.2 we need to show that
min (/(x,)+*(/(K+Zj)-/(zj))) - min (/(,) + *(/(* + V) - /(x)))
;=0,.. ,ro x € R ^ '
. • (4-4.13)
We do this by showing, that the function / ( i ) + fc(/(x + V) - / ( i ) ) i»
continuous and concave on each of the intervala [x^.x^iji Vj = 0, ...,m - 1,
and is increasing on [x„, +oo). Therefore the minimum can be achieved only
at the endpoinbi Xo,Z|, ...,z„.
Indeed, consider function / (z) + fc(/(x + V) - /(z)) on the interval
[ZJ,ZJ+I] for some j = 0,...,m — 1. This function can be also presented
as: * / (z 4- V) - (fc - l ) / (z) . Since fc > 2, the first term here is positive and
the second is negative. Since /(•) is concave everywhere on R+, we know
that / ( z + y) is concave on [ZJ,ZJ+I]. Now notice, that / (z) is linear on each
of [zj,Zj+i],j = 0, ...,m - 1. This follows from the fact that F((/) is linear
on [j. J + 1]» J = 0, ...,m - 1. Obviously, a concave function minus a linear
function is again concave.
Now we show that fc/(z + K) - (A: - l) /(z) is increasing in [z„^+oo).
Recall, that F(qr) is increasing and linear in [m, +oo]. Therefore / (z) =
F~'(-) is increasing and linear in [z„,, +oo). This implies that the derivatives
of / ( z + K) and /(z) are equal to the same positive number for all z > z„,-
Then the derivative of fc/(z + V) — (fc — l) /(z) is positive in [ i„ , +oo).
We have proved (4.4.13) and this completes the proof of Claim 1.2 and
consequently, the proof of Claim 1.
««P G(/(-)) < , * , , C,
( ) t f i - (l - l/fc)*
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where
r= l
G(/(-)) = min (/(x) + Jt(/(z+V)-/(x)))
R
and thp set of functions // using notation C can be described as
// \ D D /(') •" continuous, increasing, concave,
Cfai'm 8./.
•UP G ( / ( ) ) - tup *,
/(•)€// S : / * ( ) € / /
where for each J € R+ function /»(•) is defined as follows:
- / ' (PH = ff(l - (1 - 1/*)'). Vp € OUN.
- / '(x) is continuous in [0, +oo) and linear in each [(p - l)K,pK|, p € N.
Let im prove this claim. First of all, notice that /»(•) is completely defined by
the BIMIVP rhnrncUri/Htion. An example of this function is shown in Figure
4.10
Figure 4.10: Illustration of function /*(z) for it = 5, p = 1.
Tb prove Claim 2.1 it is enough to show that, for any /(•) € / / , there exists
a /'(•) € W, with j > 0, such that
Tb show that, we prove 2 subsidiary claims.
Claim g.J.i. For any g > Ü:
= ««in
x€ R+
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Let us prove this. By definition, /*(x) ia linear in each of the intervals [(p -
l)K,pV), p € N. This implies that function (/»(*)+ *(/»(x+K)-/»(x)))
is linear in each of these intervals a« well. Therefore the minimum over
all x > 0 is achieved in one of the emlpoinU 0, )',2i', ...,p>\.... Consider
(/»(*) + *( /»(x+K)- /»(x))) in the point x - pV, for some p 6 {0,1,2,...} :
=, ( i - (i -1/*)» - tu -1/*)*+a -
This proves Claim 2.1.1.
Claim g./,g. For any function /(•) € W and y, such that j - C( / ( ) ) . Uie
following is true: /»(•) € W
Observe, that this is implied by /*(x) < x/* + C - K.Vx € R+, which in
turn is implied by /*(x) < /(x), Vx € B+, since from /(•) € W follow» that
So, let us establish that /»(i) < / ( i ) , Vi € R+. Recall, that /*(x) IN li
in each of the intervals [(p— 1)V, pK], p G N, and notice that / ( i ) is concave
in R+. Then it is sufficient to show that:
/ * ( * ) < / ( * ) . Vx=pK, peOUN.
We use mathematical induction on p. For p = 0, /'(0) = /(0) = 0 and the
inequality trivially holds.
Suppose, for p - 1 we have proven: /*((p - 1)V) < /((p - 1)V), and let us
show, that /*(pV) < /(pK).
Observe, that /**^ can be represented in a recursive way as follows:
/*(pV) = j/fc + /* ( (p- l )y ) (1 - 1/*). (4.4.15)
Then from the definition of y we have that
s < )
This implies:
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By the induction hypothesis and (4.4.15) we can bound this from below as:
Thus we have proven that / ' (x ) < / (x) , Vx = pK, p € OUN, which implies
/ ' (*) < /(*) < */* + C - V, Vx € R*. and therefore /•(•) € W, which
proves Claim 2.1.2.
These 2 claims imply that for any /(•) € / / , there exists / ' (•) € W, with
jj > 0, auch that
G( / ( ) ) = G(/»(-)) - $•
This implies Claim 2.1.
Claim g g
Indeed, / ' (•) € W implies /*(x) < x/ik + C - V, for all x e R+, and in
particular, for x — fcV. FVom this, using the definition of / ' ( • ) , obtain:
/•(JtK) - ,(1 - (1 - 1/*)*) < ^ + C - K,
therefore
which proves Claim 2.3, subsequently, Claim 2 , and establishes the lemma.
D
4.4.1. This Lemma implies Lemma 3.4.2 from Chapter 3 in case
when all the values ai.aj,...,o„, from the conditions of Lemma 3.4.2 are
equal 1. To see that assume fc —> oo.
Chapter 5
An improved PTAS for the
rectangle packing problem with
a bounded height ratio: a new
dynamic programming
procedure.
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we consider a special case of the following problem: given is a
set of weighted, axis-parallel, closed rectangles in the plane, find a maximum
weight subset of nonoverlapping rectangles.
We refer to this problem as the rectangle padbnj pro&/em. From a graph-
theoretical point of view, this problem is the maximum weight independent
set problem in the intersection graph of axis-parallel closed rectangles.
The special case we are interested in is the case, when the ratio between
the largest height of a rectangle and the smallest is bounded by ß We refer
to it as the nectarine padb'ng pro6/em unt/i a bounded /ieiy/W ratio RP".
Complexity and previous research. The rectangle packing problem is a
notoriously difficult problem. Even the unweighted case restricted to squares
of unit size is known to be NP-hard (see Fowler et al. [23]). To our knowledge
it is still an open problem whether the rectangle packing problem (even
its unweighted version) can be approximated within a constant factor in
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polynomial time. So far the beat known approximation algorithm by Bennan
et al. (15) achieves a factor of O(log» n) for any constant 6 if running in time
„£>(*> However, in many cane« a particular application suggests restrictions
simplifying the model. For instance, Hochbaum & Maass [35], in connection
to applications in VLSI design, considered the unweighted packing problem
restricted to unit squares or disks (hypercubes or balls in higher dimensions).
They developed a ao-called shifting technique that enabled them to construct
a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS), which for each fc > 2
provide« an approximation factor (1 - l//c) and runs in time n"**'' (n is the
number of objects in the input.)
The case when the objects are fat (i.e., the ratio between the sizes along
x and {/-coordinates is l>ounded from alx>vp and Ix-low) but can have possibly
varying sizes (for example, squares or discs on the plane, not necessary of
unit size) was considered in Erlebach et al. [20] and Chan [16]. These authors
independently developed two PTAS, using strategies that are similar in spirit.
The ninning time n"<**> achieved for Ä* in [20) was improved to n"<*> by (16).
Agarwal et al. [2] were interested in packing rectangles of unit height (an
unweighted version), a problem suggested by an application in the cartog-
raphy. Combining the shifting technique with dynamic programming they
generalized the PTAS by Hochbaum & Maass to this problem and reduced
its running time to n***'.
Our contribution. This chapter is based on results presented in [37].
The already mentioned paper by Agarwal et al. [2] describes a PTAS for the
unweighted case of the rectangle packing problem restricted to rectangles of
unit height. Ol>serve that this is an unweighted case of RP\ a special case of
RP". This PTAS uses the shifting technique by Hochbaum & Maass [35] in
combination with a dynamic programming subroutine and requires O(n**~')
time and memory space achieving an approximation factor of (1 — 1/fc). This
result can be easily generalized to RP". To a large extent the running time
and memory consumption of this PTAS are determined by the dynamic pro-
gramming procedure it uses. Using a different, more sophisticated dynamic
programming mil tine we reduce the time and memory requirements of the
PTAS of [2]. For Jfc > ß the improved PTAS provides approximation factor
of (1 - B/fc), while running in time O(itn*) and using O(n') of memory.
Outline of the chapter. In section 5.2 we give the formal problem state-
ment and describe the framework of the PTAS of [2] as applied to RP". In
section 5.3 we describe our dynamic programming procedure.
1Figure 5.1: A problem instance and a feasible solution (shaded).
5.2 The Polynomial-Time Approximation
Scheme
We consider the following problem T : jiueti u a «rt 7? «/ n axu-paraiM.
ciojarf ncctonfl/t« R = {1,2, . . . ,n} , rectangle i /ujwny a Art^nt A,, «ticA (Aat
(max** A,)/(min*j* A,) < ß . EacA nactan^J« i u spee /^ierf in (ermj o/ it«
Cartesian coorrfinoits ['i. >",] x [6,, 6, + A,] (*o (Ar point ((,, 6.) u (A« <ottw>r /r/(
werter o/ neeianate i j TTie rectonj^ej are orrfrrrd* accorrfiny (o riori-dnrrrtwmy
r,. for «ocA recJonole t a t/wtaAt ut(i) M ^pw^rrf, u>(t) € R*,Vi € 1,.... r».
77te gooi u (o ,/ina' a maximum weiyAt «u6«e( o/ pairwue no
An example of a problem instance and a feafiihle solution to it in shown in
Figure 5.1. Notice that the rectangles are closed and therefore two rectangle«
sharing an edge are considered to be overlapping.
Without loss of generality assume that £ is integer, otherwise we can always
take f fll instead of ß.
Denote /»™„ = max^x /»<, /Wi = min** ^. Thus j ^ < B.
Following [2], for each integer fc > B, we describe a polynomial time algo-
rithm .4* such that y**(Z) > (1 - B/Jfc)OPT(T) for any instance I of 7>,
where >**(!) and OPT(X) are respectively the value delivered by .4* and the
value of the optimum solution for X.
Algorithm .4* : (Input: instance J and integer A; > B.)
• Consider an instance Z. Draw a grid consisting of horizontal linen
placed at a distance of at least /i™„ from each other, so that each
rectangle is intersected by at least one line. It is easy to verify that
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this can be done with at most n lines in time O(n logn). Indeed, let 6j
be the smallest bottom coordinate of a yet not intersected rectangle.
Then draw a line at 6, + £ some small e, if the distance between 6;
and the last drawn line is bigger than /i^m Otherwise draw a line at
a distance of /im* above the last line.
• Number the lines in the grid consecutively.
• For each j 6 {0, ...,fc — 1} compose a new instance Zj containing all
the rectangles of J except those intersecting the line« from the set
• Solve the problem for I , for each j € {0,..., Jk — 1} to optimality using
the dynamic programming procedure X>P described in section 5.3.
• Return a solution with the best value.
The following theorem is an extension of the result first established in [31]:
Theorem 5.2.1. for any irwfarwr 7 algortt/im .4* «Mirer* a »o/uhon unt/i
va/ur at («u( (1 — fl/fc) time« t/ie optimum.
Proof. Let UH denote the total weight of rectangles in a subset A" by w(X).
Consider some optimum solution 5 " ^ ( J ) and its intersections with Zj, for
some j €{(>,..., fc - 1}: S"" ' ( I ) n Z / The key observation is the following:
t > (fc - B)»(SO
i=o
To verify this, observe that each rectangle i can be intersected by at most 0
lines of the grid, since the distance between the lines is at least /^,„ and the
biggmt height of a rectangle in the instance is at most ß/im,„. Therefore i
is included in all instances Xj except at most B, thus in »t least fc - ß 1,-s.
Therefore the weight of each rectangle i € S*"**" enters at least it - fl terms
of the sum and thus is counted at least Jt - ß times in the left-hand side of
the equality.
Let OPT(Jf) and OPT(I) be the optimum value of P for Zj and I respec-
tively.
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have:
Figure 5.2: A subinstanre I , for it » 3.
n l , i s i feasible Holution to P for instance I , w* haw:
< 0PT(2,) . Using this and u)(5*"^(J)) - OPT(I) we
(* -
Thus one of the OPT(I,)-i haa to be greater or equal to *j*OPT(I). D
5.3 Dynamic Programming Procedure £>P
Let us now describe how to solve a subinstance I , (j € {0, •••• * - 1}) to
optimality in time polynomial in n.
Observe that by construction Zy consists of at most fn/^1 subsets
(So, 5i,..., S[„/*j) of rectangles, where any two rectangles from different sub-
sets do not intersect each other (see Figure 5.2). Therefore an optimal solu-
tion on /, can be found as the union of the optimal solutions on the subset«
Si,i = O,l,..,Ln/*J.
Observe that a subset Si contains all the rectangles of X lying strictly
between the lines with numbers it • (i — 1) + j and Jt • i + >. Since each
rectangle is intersected by some line, all the rectangles in S, are intersected
by fc — 1 lines situated between the lines A: • (» — 1) + j and fc • i + j . This
implies that there can be at most A; — 1 nonoverlapping rectangles in S< that
intersect a common vertical line.
After giving some definitions we describe a dynamic programming proce-
dure X>P that finds an optimal solution to 7> for any 5 € {5o,5i,...,5|n/*j}
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using O(|S|*) time and memory space.
In what follows we restrict our attention to rectangles from the set 5.
Let them be numbered in order of nondecreasing fj (the z-coordinate of the
right edge) ax 1,...,|S|.
Definition 5.3.1. For any i 6 {1,..., |5|} let P, C {1,.... |5|} be the subset
of all the rectangle» which intersect the vertical line going through the right
edge of rectangle ( without intersecting rectangle ( itself, i.e., P< = {» €
{1,..., | S | } | << 5 ri S r, and Ä< n Ä, = 0}. Notice that i < P,.
Definition 5.S.2. For any ( € {1,..., |5|} and for any set of nonoverlapping
rectangle* P C {1 |S|}, let /S( t ,P) and OPT(r,P) be respectively a
maximum weight independent set in the set of rectangles {i | i < t and AjD
Ä, = 0, Vj € P} and it« weight.
Theorem 5.3.1. For any ( € {1,...,|S|} anrf/or any set o/nonoveWapptn^
P «ur/i t/iat P C P|
, P) - max{OPT(ti, (PUt)nPi,) + w(t), OPT(t»,PnP„)}, (5.3.1)
f 75(«,,(PUt)nP,,)u{t},
1/ OPT(i,,(Put)nP»,) + u)(t) > OPT(tj,PnP,,)
[ /S(t,,PnPJ,
r, = max{j | j < <, fly D Äj = (» Vi C PU«},
fj = maxjj j j < «, Äj D Ä< = 0 Vi G P} ,
flo = 0, Po = 0, /S ( ( ) ,P )=0 and OPT(0, P) = 0 VP.
Proof. Recall that OPT(«, P) and /S(t, P) are the maximum weight inde-
pendent set and its weight respectively in the set of all rectangles i < <, not
intersecting rectangles from P. Since P C P< and < does not overlap with
any rectangle of Pj, t does not overlap with any rectangle of P and is eligible
in /S(*, P). We can decide whether f belongs to /S(r, P) based on the weight
of /S(t, P) in both the cases, which can be calculate as described below.
First, consider the hypothesis that t £ /5(t, P). Then 7S(t, P) = /S(t -
1,P). By definition of fj all rectangles j , such that tj < j < r - 1 (if such
• * - * .
* • * ' >
Figure 5.3: In this example: P = {r + l , i + 2,1 + 3} 6 P,, t , - « - J,
and (PnPJ
j exist), overlap with some rectangle« in P. Thus these rectangle« can not
enter a maxiniura weight independent »et in the net of rectangle« {i | i <
i and Ä, n Ä, • 0, Vj 6 P} , hence /S(r - 1, P) = /S(t, , P). Let UN MIIOW
that /S( i , ,P) = / S ( t , , P n P „ ) . Clearly, P = ( P n P „ ) U (P\P„) . Consider
the rectangle« from the set (P\P| ,) . By definition, rectangle fj dom not
overlap with any of the rectangle« in P. Therefore all rectangle* from P
which intersect the line x = r,, belong to P,, Thin implied that no rectangle
from (P\P|,) intersects the line i = r,,. Further, since P C Pf, we know
that all rectangles in (P\Pi,) intersect the vertical line i = r-|. Thus we
have that the rectangles in (P\P|,) intersect x = r, and do not intersect
i = r,,. By ordering of the rectangles, ij < r implies r,, < r, Thin means
that rectangles in (P\P|,) lie entirely in the right half-plane from the line
z = r,, and therefore can not overlap with any rectangle i < t], since these
rectangles lie in the left half-plane from the line z = r,, (see Figure 5.3).
Therefore the set {i | i < tj and ß, n Ä, = 0, Vj € P} is «jual to the set
{t | i < tj and ftnfi, = (», Vj € P n P , , } , hence /S(t j ,P) = /5( t j ,PnP, , ) .
Thus we have, that if it is known that r £ /S(f, P),
/S(t, P) = /5( t - 1, P) = /5( t j , P) = /5(t , , P n P,,), and hence
OPT(t, P) = OPT(tj, P n P,,).
The second hypothesis is t 6 /5 ( t ,P ) . Then /S(r ,P) = t u /5(t - l , P u
t). Applying similar arguments, obtain /S(« - l . P U t ) = / S ( * i , P u t ) =
/ S ( t i , ( P U t ) n P , , ) . Thus, if <e /5(t, P) we have
/S(t,P) = <u/S(t- = tu/S(t|,Put) =
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0 P 7 U P) = u>(t) + OPT(i,, (/* u 0 n P,,).
Comparing now the values of OPT(t, P) in these two cases, we determine
whether t € /S(i, P) or t £ /5(t , P). D
Now we are ready to describe algorithm X>P. Informally, it work» as follows:
for each t = 1,..., | 5 | and for each subset of nonoverlapping rectangles P C Pi,
find OPT(«, P) and /S(r, P) using the formula given in Theorem 5.3.1, and
»tore them in the memory. Return /5( |S| ,0).
The formal description of the algorithm is shown in Figure 5.4.
1. For each < from 1 to |S|
for each subset P C Pi of nonoverlapping rectangles
«i «-max{j | j <r, ÄjnÄ* = e V i e ( P u i ) } ,
(a •- max{j | j < f, Ä, n Ä, = 0 Vi G P),
If ii - 0 then set OPT(ti, (P U t) n P,,) •- 0,
else retrieve 0PT(tt, (P Ut)n P,,) from memory
If t] - 0 then set OPT(t,, ( P u i ) n P , , ) t - 0 ,
else retrieve OPT(lj,(Pu«) D P,,) from memory
lfOPT(i,,(PU«)nP,,) + u>(t)>OPT(tj,PnP,,)
retrieve /S(<i, (P U t) n P,,),
else OPT(«, P) <- OPT(«j, P n P,,),
retrieve /S(lj ,Pn P,,),
/S(t ,P)+-/S(t , ,PnP,,)
store OPT(r, P), /5(t, P) in memory.
2. Retrieve and return /5(|5|,0).
Figure 5.4: Algorithm PP.
Theorem 5.3.2. /4/jontAm X>P neturrw a marimum toeij/it independent aet
o/<Ae «et o/m-«anj/eji {1,2 |S|}.
Proof. First, notice that the algorithm ia defined correctly, i.e., at the
moment when it retrieves from memory OPT(r,, (Put)nP,,) or OPT(t,, Pn
Pi,), these values are available. Indeed, since (| < t and (P U t) f"l P,, C P»,
• a subset of nonoverlapping rectangles, OPT(l,,(P U ») n P J has been
evaluated and stored before.
The optimality of the returned solution follows from the definition of
/5(|S|,i). a
Theorem 5.3.S. 77te runntnjr time am/ memory conaumption o/ a/yortiAm
DP or« 6o(A O(|5|*).
Proof. Pint let us answer the question how many different combinations
(i, P) exist«, such that ( € {1 |S|} and P C P, is a mibset of nonovw-
lapping rectangles. Recall that there can be at most A: - 1 nonovprlapping
rectangles intersecting a common vertical line in 5. Since all the rectangles
in P intersect the vertical line i = r, and do not overlap with rectangle t,
which also intersect x = r,, there can be at most it - 2 rectangle» in P.
Therefore there are at most (]*,) < |S|*"V(«: - 2) such subsets P C P,,
and thus at most |S|*~'/(lk - 2) allowed combination» ((, P). We can use
a (it - 1 )-dimensional array to store all the combinations. Each (i, P) then
corresponds to a unique address (<,>I,>J, ...,>,), where {ji,>»,...,>,} • P,
« < * - 2 and ji < j , < ... < j , .
Observe that it requires O(|5|) memory space to store /5(r,P). (We
assume that a number in the binary encoding can be stored in one unit
of memory, and therefore storage of OPT(t, P) does not require additional
memory space.) Therefore the total memory requirement of the algorithm ia
O(|S|*).
Let us find a bound for the running time. Since there are at most
|5|*~'/(* - 2) allowed combinations (t, P), there are at moat that many
loops in the cycle of step 1. Note, that to find all the suitable subset* P does
not cost additional work. The execution of the Ixxiy of the cycle requires
O(|S|fc) time. This is the time needed to find <i and tj. Note, that retrieval
and putting values by a particular address in the memory does not cost
additional time since we are using a direct accesB memory structure. So, the
total running time of the procedure W is at most O(|5|*). O
Aemari; 5.3.1. The memory requirement of the procedure Z>7? can be reduced
to O(|S|*"') if we do not store /S(t, P) for each allowed pair (<,P) in the
memory, but instead store an indicator showing whether or not t belongs to
/S(t,P). This information allows us to restore /S(|5|,0) at the end.
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We conclude with the following theorem:
Theorem 5.S.4. /1/joniAm ,4* mtu m a( mail O(Jfcn') tone and re?tnre« a(
mail O(|n|*) memory «pace /or any it > B.
Proof. We have to solve 7> for all the subinstances Tj, j = 0,..., it — 1. For
each of them we solve all the subinstances 5,, i = 0,1,.., [n/itj, each of which
in solved by algorithm 7>P in at mo«t O(|S|*) time. Since
|5,|» -t-... + |5i./»,|*
each of Zj can be solved in O(n') time. Since there are A: of 1,-s, the whole
algorithm)! taken at moot O(Jtn') time.
Since algorithm DP requires at most O(|5|*) memory space and |5 | < n,
algorithm ^ requires at most O(|n|*) memory space. D
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Summary
Thin thesis develops approximation algorithms for several combinatorial op-
timization problem«. These problems ahne an special raws of the well known
in combinktorial optimization set parking and hitting set problems, where
the subsets in the input haw a certain geometric structure. For illustration,
consider the following examples:
Problem 1: given is a set of horizontal line segments placed arbitrarily in
the plane. Find a maximum subset of segments the projections of which to
the horizontal and vertical axes do not overlap mutually. See Figure 7.1 for
illustration.
T '
•f+1
Figure 7.1: An instance of problem 1 and its optimal solution (shaded).
Problem 2: given is a set of horizontal line segments placed arbitrarily in the
plane. Find a minimum number of horizontal and vertical lines, such that
each segment is intersected by at least one line. Figure 7.2 illustrates thin
situation.
Figure 7.2: An instance of problem 2 and its optimal solution.
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Figure 7.3: An instance of problem 3 and its optimum solution (shaded).
Problem 3: given in a net of axis-parallel closed rectangles of unit height and
arbitrary length. Find the maximum number of non-overlapping ones. See
Figure 7.3.
In this thesis WP study the problems described above and more gen-
eral versions of them including numerical parameters such as weights, de-
mands and capacities. These problems find applications in molecular biology,
print«! circuit board manufacturing, cashing, load balancing, map labeling,
database decision mip(M>rt and some other areas. Since all the studied prob-
lems are Nl'-hard, it is not realistic to find a polynomial (i.e, fast) algorithm
that always returns an optimal solution. One of the ways is then to search for
apprux;/»jii»/> «Jflurithm-*, i.e. polynomial algorithms, which always find a
solution of the value - for a minimization problem - at most <5 times the value
of an optimal solution (<$ > 1); for a maximization problem, the value of the
solution obtain by the algorithm should be at least <5 times the optimum value
(«5 < 1). Parameter (5, called an approximation guarantee, determines how
close are the algorithmic solutions to the optimum, and serves as a criterion
of quality of an algorithm: the closer is <S to 1, the better. An algorithm with
an approximation guarantee (5 is called a ^-approximation algorithm.
Approximation algorithms developed in this thesis are based on differ-
ent techniques. Since our problems allow for a natural integer programming
formulation, mich techniques as the primal-dual scheme and rounding of the
linear programming relaxation (LP-rounding) can be used. Using the primal-
dual scheme we develop approximation algorithms for two different general-
izations of problem 1. These algorithms simultaneously construct a pair of
feasible solution: one to a generalization of problem 1 and one to the related
so-called dual problem, which is a corresponding generalization of problem
2. Each of those algorithms is shown to be a 1/2-approximation algorithm
for problem 1 and a 2-approximation algorithm for problem 2 at the same
1«!
time.
Further we study algorithm« fur problem 2 baaed on the LP-rounding
technique. These algorithms prove in our case u> provide better approxima-
tion factor» than factor 2, provided by primal-dual algorithms However, in
contrast to primal-dual algorithms, LP-rounding algorithms have to solve a
linear programming problem, which can lie a time consuming although poly-
nomial operation. We present several LP-rounding algorithms for different
generalizations of problem 2. Moreover, we investigate whether or not and to
which extant an approximation guarantee of our algorithms can l>e improved
by another LP-rounding algorithm.
A polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) fur a maximiiation
(minimization) problem is a family of ^-approximation algorithms, for each
< < 1 (<5 > 1). In this thesis we show that no PTAS can exist for a certain
c b » of problems, including problem 2. unletw P = A/T.
For problem 3, studied in the last chapter of this thesis, a polynomial time
approximation scheme has been known before. It use« a so-called "shifting
technique" in combination with a dynamic programming procedure. By de-
signing a new dynamic programing procedure we improve the running time
of this PTAS and its memory requirement.

Samenvatting
Dit proebchrift oenrhrijft apprnximatie-algoritmen voor vrnrheidenr rom-
binatonsrhe optimaliaeringaprublemen. 1> beatudperde problempn xijn »|X»-
ciale gpvallen ran het bekende 'HPt-parking' problpem en hpt 'hilling-net'
probleem; dp speciale gevallen kpnmprken zieh door een g«>mplrinrhp Ntnir-
tuur dir in de invoer aanwraig is. B«tchouw, ler illuMtratip de VMIRPIUII*
voorbeeldpn.
Problpem 1: gpgevrn iseen vpr/amelinK n n h«nzont«le lyn.itukkrn, willeki'iirig
in het vlak geplnaUit Vind nu ern zo groot mogelijke dwlverranieliiin vnn li-
jastukken zodanig dat dp doonnpdp van de prujprtip« van elk der lijimtukken
zowel op dp burizontaJe as ala op de vertical« as leeg is (zie Figuur 8.1).
—
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Figure 8.1: Een instantie van probleem 1 en de bijbehorende optimale oplom-
ing (in grijs).
Probleem 2: gegeven is een verzameling van horizontale Hjnntukken, willekeurig
in het vlak geplaaUt. Vind nu een minimaal aantal horizontale en vertirale
lijnen zodanig dat elk lijnstuk door tenminste een lijn doonineden wordt (zie
Figiiur 8.2).
Probleem 3: gegeven is een verzameling van rechthoekpn, parallel met
de assen, die elk hoogte 1, en een willekeurige lengte hehben. Vind nu een
maximaal aantal elkaar niet-overlappende rechthoeken (zie Figuur 8.3).
In dit proefschrift bestuderen we dergelijke problemen en him general-
isaties naar gewogen versies (waarbij pen geselprteerd lijnntuk of rerhthoek
een gegeven gewicht oplevert) en/of naar vernes met een gegeven vramg
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